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Have you ever wondered how many actions 
you perform each day? Have you ever 
wondered how computers or robots can be 
operated by hand gestures without touching 
or any physical input devices? Have you 
been amazed by computers recognizing sign 
language? 
 
These questions are all related to a wide 
research area called action recognition. In 
this thesis, methods to answer such 
questions are provided, from the basic 
principles to the state-of-the-art research in 
this area, from theories to applications, from 
simple explanations to complex solutions. In 
particular, the developed solutions combine 
a variety of features from multimodal data 
with extreme learning machine classifiers. 
The resulting system can recognize large 
numbers of different actions in real time 
with high accuracy. 
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1. Introduction

1.1 Background

Humans perform various actions during normal daily life. We eat, walk,

nod our heads while engaging in a conversation, and so on. All these

actions enable us to continuously interact with our surroundings, the

environment and people. On the other hand, we also perceive these actions

performed by others and respond accordingly.

Due to the rapid development of computer vision and machine learning,

recognizing human actions through image or motion sensors has gained

increasing popularity. Consequently, this enables multiple possibilities

in a large number of applications, such as surveillance, analysis of sign

language, human–computer interaction (HCI), gaming, and robotic control.

For example, we can use body or hand gestures to control robots to execute

desired tasks as long as the robots can recognize the human gestures

correctly using their installed sensors [80, 110], games are developed

for deaf children that are based on recognizing American sign language

[10], or we can interact with a computer without physical devices by

recognizing hand gestures [153]. Numerous applications can benefit from

the recognition of human gestures and, therefore, this topic has gained

more and more interest in the research community.

A few years ago, the sensors used for the recognition of human gestures

were mainly motion capture (mocap) systems and cameras for RGB video.

The former generate human skeleton models with 3D joint coordinates

based on markers and cameras in a predefined setup [95]. Intensive

research has also been conducted for gesture recognition from standard

image or video data [31, 132]. However, during the recent few years, the

revolutionary low-cost RGB-D (RGB and depth) camera sensors such as
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the Microsoft Kinect and Asus Xtion PRO have prevailed in consumer

markets. They provide depth information along with the standard RGB

video, and due to their low cost are currently widely used e.g. in gaming,

HCI, and robotics. Because of the extra depth information, the RGB-D

sensor provides more possibilities for recognizing the human actions than

regular RGB cameras.

There are many difficulties in designing an effective and robust system

to recognize human actions. The system should be independent of the

identity of the performers of the actions and the speed of the performance.

It should manage the interclass similarity between different actions and

intraclass variety of different instances of the same actions. For example,

a “kick” action performed by different actors can have different styles (e.g.

some might kick in front and some might kick sideways), and even the

same actor does not perform the action exactly the same each time. The

system should be able to recognize a large number of actions with high

recognition accuracy, and in many applications the recognition should be

done in real-time.

Action recognition is also denoted as gesture recognition or activity recog-

nition. Strictly speaking, there are very small differences between them.

Action recognition emphasizes the movement of the whole body, for exam-

ple, “walk”, “jump”, or “sit down”. Gesture recognition is more related with

the movement of hands or with certain poses of the hands, such as “wave

hand” or some sign language gesture. Activity recognition highlights more

a full series of actions which are usually more complex and involve several

people [149]. For example, “cooking” and “two persons shaking hands” are

two typical activities. Anyhow, there are no strict boundaries between

these terms. In this thesis, we ignore the little differences between them,

and mostly use the terms action and gesture recognition interchangeably.

1.2 Contributions of the thesis

The main theme of this thesis is gesture recognition, which is a wide

and well-studied research topic. The content of the thesis is roughly

described in Figure 1.1. The data sources for gesture recognition have

largely expanded in recent years. Traditionally, the RGB or greyscale

video and skeleton data from motion capture are widely used for gesture

recognition. Recently, due to the prevalence of low cost RGB-D sensors,

the depth data and even the audio data, together with the RGB video

12
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and skeleton data are available for gesture recognition. Furthermore, the

acceleration data, which is feasibly available from smart mobile phones, is

also used for gesture recognition.

Figure 1.1. Contents of the thesis.

This thesis focuses on dynamic gesture recognition for motion capture

and RGB-D sensors, the latter consisting RGB, depth and skeleton data.

A dynamic gesture, opposite to a static gesture, consists of a sequence of

frames that describe a movement of the body. It is time series data. Conse-

quently, the recognition systems are often designed based on the statistical

modeling methods, or time series analysis methods, such as dynamic time

warping (DTW). Dynamic time warping measures the similarity between

two data sequences. In order to recognize the gestures, it needs to balance

between the number of training gesture sequences and the representation

coverage of each class. And it is difficult to handle within gesture variance,

either due to the different ways of performance or even noise. The statisti-

cal methods, such as Hidden Markov Models (HMM), Conditional Random

Field (CRF) and the recent popular action graph, require a large amount

of training samples in order to train an accurate model, and the training

is expensive, both in terms of memory and computing time. In addition,

many parameters need to be selected by the developer during the training,

which increases the difficulties in training and results in the differences in

performance. Moreover, the input of these methods is typically quantized
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into discrete integer values. Through quantization, the feature vectors lose

certain information embedded in the original features.

Another strategy for dynamic gesture recognition is similar to the static

gesture recognition. By considering the whole gesture as a whole and

extracting a single feature for the whole gesture sequence, the standard

pattern recognition methods can often be applied, for example, Support

Vector Machine (SVM). In order to generate a fixed dimensional feature

from gestures with different lengths of sequences, two approaches are

usually utilized. One approach is to reduce the length of the sequence or

resample the sequences, then concatenate the features from each frame

in the sequence together. Histogram of codewords is another popular

approach. However, the codeword generation, typically implemented by

clustering, inevitably leads to quantization loss.

Different from these systems, we develop a novel gesture recognition sys-

tem, which can recognize a large number of classes with high accuracy and

in real time. The main contributions of the thesis on gesture recognition

are listed as below:

First, we propose a skeleton-based gesture recognition system which

extracts and classifies the features on the frame level, and obtains the final

classification result based on the sequence-level modeling in Publication IV.

Different from quantizing or learning the code words from features, the di-

rect use of features provides the maximum amount of available information

to the system. Together with the effectiveness of the skeletal features, the

system provides extremely high accuracies over a large number of classes.

Comprehensive experiments have been conducted for several datasets. In

Publication VI the system can achieve above 92% in accuracy on a mocap

dataset with 65 classes, and for a couple of datasets with a dozen of classes,

the system can reach 99% in accuracy. This framework is not restricted

to only skeleton data. Due to the frame-level classification, the system

minimizes the efforts for the preparation of features, which makes it easily

generalize on other data modalities. In Publications VII and VIII the

system is expanded for multimodal gesture recognition, that is the RGB,

depth and skeleton data. The system is even applied on accelerometer

data.

Second, in Publication III we propose simple but effective features for

the skeletons from RGB-D and mocap data. A great number of skeletal

features has been developed, but many of them require complicated cal-

culation. However, we believe the minimum manipulation of the data
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can preserve maximum amount of information given the removal of ir-

relevant and confusing information. The original 3D coordinates of the

skeletons contain all the information of the motion, therefore we still use

these joint coordinates but transformed and normalized them in a common

coordinates system. It is simple to calculate and computationally light, but

keeps all relational information among the joints. We also introduce the

idea of preserving the temporal information in the gesture sequence on

the frame-level features. It compensates the classification system which

does not concern about the temporal information. For multimodal gesture

recognition involving hand gestures, we study multiple appearance-based

features on low-resolution small hand images with and without hand

masks in varying lighting conditions. The results provide useful guidance

for selecting the features in similar circumstances.

Third, we use Extreme Learning Machine (ELM) in our classification

system, which is a key factor for the success in this accurate and real-time

gesture recognition system. In many systems, SVM is widely used for its

powerfulness in classification. However, the training is heavy computa-

tionally, especially when searching for the most suitable parameters is

needed. It consumes both memory and time significantly. The testing is

also relatively slow. The nature of SVM makes the system hardly able to

perform in real time. Some other classification methods, such as linear

regression, is fast in training and testing, however, is fairly low in accuracy.

Thanks to the characteristics of ELM, it is extremely fast to train and test

with high classification accuracies, which makes the recognition available

in real time. For example, the training of ELM on skeletal features for

6000 gestures is about 1 minute and the testing time for each frame is 0.1

milliseconds on a desktop computer. In Publications IV and VI comprehen-

sive comparisons between ELM and other classifiers are studied for the

system.

Fourth, we study the relation between skeletons from mocap and RGB-

D data. As RGB-D devices are getting more and more widely applied,

the skeleton data, traditionally obtained from motion capture, has new

resourses from the RGB-D data. It is beneficial to understand the differ-

ences between different data resources. In Publication III, a comparison in

recognition accuracy was made between skeletons from mocap and RGB-D

data for the same actions. Except the difference of the data sources, all

the settings are the same in the system. The recognition accuracies in-

directly compare these two modalities. Besides the indirect comparison,
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Publication V proposed several methods to evaluate the similarity between

the skeletons, and the alignment between gestures sequences. As many

algorithms have been proposed to extract skeletal models from RGB-D

data, the evaluation of the algorithms can be realized by comparison of

similarity of the skeletal model with the groundtruth skeletons, where

generally mocap skeleton can be considered as the most precise model.

Recognition always corresponds with retrieval. The methodologies used

in both tasks are often shared and inspire each other, from the extracted

features to the used classifiers. In this thesis, we also build an image

retrieval system using local descriptors extracted from images and ap-

proximate nearest neighbors (ANN) algorithms. Publications I and II

demostrate a mobile augmented reality system which is essentially based

on image retrieval. In the proposed system, the users capture photos

from magazines with a mobile phone camera application, which sends the

images to a server containing a database with multiple issues of supported

magazines. Each page of the magazines is stored as a reference image in

the database. By searching through the database, the most similar image

(page) to the query image is found, and the extra information attached

to the page is sent back to the user’s application. Different from normal

image retrieval systems, the magazine database is highly dynamic. New

issues are constantly added and old ones are deleted from the database.

Moreover, the images in the database contain mostly text, which generates

a large amount of features and increase the memory cost. To solve these

problems, we use multiple forests of kd-trees to build a dynamic database,

and use descriptors pruning, which significantly reduces the memory cost

without sacrificing retrieval system accuracy.

1.3 Structure of the thesis

The thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 2 introduces the research scope

on gesture recognition based on the different data modalities, some related

topics, and a general description of the image retrieval system developed in

Publications I and II. In Chapter 3, we describe the features and classifiers

adopted in various gesture recognition systems in the literature. Chapter

4 gives a detailed description of our proposed gesture recognition system

for skeletal data, which is developed in Publications III and IV. The

visualization of the skeletal features developed in Publication VI and the

alignment between mocap and Kinect skeletal data from Publication V
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are also described in this chapter. Publications VII and VIII study gesture

recognition using multimodal data from a Kinect device, which is described

in Chapter 5. Chapter 6 then summarizes the thesis.
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2. Action recognition

Action recognition is an active and challenging research topic. In this

chapter, we will introduce different data modalities used in the recognition

task and some related topics to action recognition.

2.1 Data modalities

For the last two decades, there has been immense research conducted on

the task of action recognition but mainly dealing with RGB video data [101].

Many public datasets available online [44, 133, 130] provide a platform for

researchers to evaluate their methods on common benchmarks. In these

datasets, a few different natural actions are usually to be recognized, such

as “walking”, “running” and “hand waving”. Each instance of an action is

recorded into a separate video file containing multiple frames. Figure 2.1

shows some examples from the KTH action database [133]. Each image is

one frame from the video file, showing the general contents of the video.

Figure 2.1. Some examples of sequences corresponding to different types of actions in the
KTH action database.

A large number of methods has been proposed to solve this research

question. One direction is to extract skeleton models from the video data

and recognize the actions based on the skeleton data [93, 144]. In this

thesis, we do not work on the recognition of actions from RGB video

data, but from two other data modalities: motion capture data and RGB-

D data. Furthermore, we use the same framework to experiment with

accelerometer data to recognize actions.
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2.1.1 Motion capture data

A motion capture system consists of multiple calibrated high-resolution

cameras set up in a dedicated space. The actor wears multiple markers

on his body and performs actions within a certain area. Multiple videos

are recorded simultaneously in multiple angles. The data is processed by

specific software sold together with the system, and highly precise model-

ing of the main joints of human skeletons is achieved. The hardware and

software are very expensive which make motion capture data very costly.

Motion capture is often used in fields such as filmmaking, computer anima-

tion, biomechanics, gesture analysis, game development and sports science.

Figure 2.2 shows a recording process by an OptiTrack motion capture

system and the skeleton model generated by the proprietary software.

Figure 2.2. The OptiTrack motion capture system (left) and a generated skeleton model
(right).

Different systems often generate data on different formats and use dif-

ferent skeleton models. Commonly used formats include ASF/AMC, BVH

and C3D [96]. The mocap data provides detailed motion information, for

example the translation and rotation information related with the joints,

but it does not provide directly the joint 3D coordinates. Different data

formats require different methods to calculate the joint coordinates [96].

The number of joints in a skeleton model varies on different mocap systems.

For example, the skeleton model from OptiTrack has 20 joints.

Motion capture databases

Fortunately even though the mocap data is very expensive to obtain, there

are several large motion capture databases available online for research.

The Carnegie Mellon University Motion Capture Database (CMU database)

[26] is one of the largest mocap databases. It contains comprehensive

amounts of motion data, covering physical activities, sports, human inter-

action and interaction with environment, and so on. However, due to the

large size of the database and the large number of actions in the database,
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researchers often use a partial database to conduct their experiments.

Because the data in the dataset is not well marked, this makes it difficult

for other researchers to use exactly the same data to compare the different

methods.

The Motion Capture Database HDM05 [107] is another popular database.

It contains actions in five categories. The recordings are manually cut

out and arranged into 130 action classes. The names of these actions can

be found in the Appendix of Publication V. Most of these classes contain

10 to 50 different instances amounting to roughly 1500 motion sequences

and 50 minutes of recording. The whole database is clearly labeled and

organized. Figure 2.3 shows a couple of actions from the HDM05 database.

The skeleton model has 31 joints.

0
20 −100
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0

(a)
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Figure 2.3. Example actions from the HDM05 dataset. (a) Hop left leg; (b) throw far.

The TUM Kitchen Data Set [147] intends to provide realistic natural

motions for recognition and understanding of natural everday human

activities. It records setting up a table performed by several actors in

different ways in a kitchen environment. It requires the segmentation of

the sequences into semantic classes and then recognition of the actions.

The HumanEva-I dataset [136] contains both video and mocap data. It

contains six common actions: walking, jogging, gesturing, throwing and

catching a ball, boxing and combo (a series of actions) by four actors.

Among these databases, HDM05 contains a large variety of actions and

is well organized, and it is also used by several researchers (e.g.[152, 105]).

Therefore, in Chapter 4 HDM05 dataset is used to evaluate our recognition

system, and the results are compared with repeated results from different

systems with the same data.

Table 2.1 summarizes the above mentioned motion capture databases

with descriptions of the characteristics of the actions and challenges from

the aspect of recognition.
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Table 2.1. Summary of motion capture databases. NC: Number of classes.

Database NC Actions Challenge

CMU

database
> 100

A huge number of actions, including

locomotion, activities, sports, human

interaction, actions in multiple scenar-

ios and environments.

Actions are not well organized,

and some actions only have a

few samples.

HDM05 130
Commonly performed full body ac-

tions of a single person, such as kick-

ing, sitting down etc.

Some actions are similar to

each other.

TUM

Kitchen

Data Set

10

A series of natural movements in a

kitchen, such as taking something,

opening/closing a door/drawer, carry-

ing etc.

The data consists a series of

actions, which requires the

segmentation of the actions

first.

HumanEva-I

dataset
6

Walking, jogging, gesturing, throwing

and catching a ball, boxing and combo.
-

2.1.2 RGB-D data

In the last few years, the commercial RGB-D sensors such as Microsoft

Kinect and Asus Xtion have prevailed among researchers and normal

consumers due to their low cost and high functionality. The RGB-D sensor,

providing both RGB video and 3D depth data in a compact device, has

raised a technical revolution in many classic problems of computer vision

research. Prior to the Kinect, to capture accurate 3D depth data of a

scene, a 3D laser scanner was the main device to be applied in non-contact

measuring situations. However, the massive volume and price of the

laser scanner limit the potential usage in many applications. Instead

a stereo vision system consisting of two cameras is often employed to

get 3D information, for example in robotics [75, 71]. Nevertheless, the

resolution of the cameras, the calibration of the system and the required

heavy computations increase the complexity of the system and significantly

influence the accuracy of the 3D depth data.

The Kinect device was initially released for the Microsoft Xbox 360 con-

sole gaming system. It can recognize the whole body and build an avatar

of the player, so the player can play full body games without any controller.

Nowadays, Kinect has been widely used to replace RGB cameras to pro-

vide new opportunities in many applications. For example, by providing

depth information, image segmentation with the RGB-D data has more op-

tions for solutions [127]. The RGB-D sensor enables more flexibility [173]

for sign language analysis which previously has often been conducted in

prepared environments. It has been used, e.g., in a system to support com-

munication between deaf and people with normal hearing by recognizing
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the sign language [20]. Robots can be controlled by hand or body gestures

through gestural recognition [121, 125]. Similarly, users can interact with

a computer system based on gestures without touch-based or other input

devices [3].

Kinect device

Figure 2.4 shows the physical appearance and sensor components of the

first generation of the Kinect device. The color sensor is a RGB camera. An

infrared (IR) emitter emits infrared light beams, and the reflected IR beams

from the environment come back to the IR depth sensor. The distances

between different objects and the sensor are obtained based on the reflected

beams. A multi-array microphone containing four microphones can be used

for capturing sound. The tilt motor is capable of vertically tilting the sensor

bar with a range of ±27◦.

The video streams use the VGA resolution (640×480 pixels) with 8 bits per

channel for the RGB video and 11 bits for the depth video. The maximum

frames per second (fps) can reach 30 fps. The angular field of view of the

sensor is 43◦ vertically and 57◦ horizontally. The optimal sensing distance

ranges from 1.2 meters to 3.5 meters.

Figure 2.4. The Kinect device.

Skeleton modeling from Kinect

In addition to the depth information provided by Kinect, another data

modality is also often provided – the skeleton model. Comparing to extract-

ing the skeleton model from RGB videos, the depth information makes the

extraction more feasible and stable. Several algorithms have been proposed

and applied to extract the skeleton from the depth data [43, 135, 143]. The

basic idea underlying these methods is to segment the human depth image

into multiple body parts with dense probabilistic labeling. This segmenta-

tion of the body parts can be considered as a classification task for each
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pixel in the depth image. The 3D joint positions are computed based on

the spatial modes of the inferred per-pixel distribution.

Due to the characteristics of the algorithms, the skeletal tracking is opti-

mized for when the user is facing the Kinect. Sideways poses with parts of

the user invisible to the Kinect make the skeletal tracking challenging. In

[87], the performance of the skeleton from the Microsoft SDK is measured

from the aspects of noise, accuracy, resolution and so on. However, the

ground truth for the measurements is not from the true skeletal model,

but instead from some measurements with physical measuring tools, e.g. a

wooden meter stick.

The skeleton generated from the depth data is less accurate and stable

compared to mocap data. Still, one can adopt the methodology developed

for mocap skeletons to work with RGB-D skeleton data as well in most

cases. Different algorithms often generate different skeleton models. For

example, the Kinect for Windows SDK [158] provides skeletons with 20

joints, and the NiTE library [118] generates skeletons with 15 joints.

RGB-D Databases

There are many public benchmarking databases containing depth infor-

mation available online, which provides a good platform for researchers to

concentrate on the recognition of actions rather than on the data collection.

Some of the databases only provide the RGB and depth videos, while some

also provide the skeleton data.

Table 2.2 shows a summary of existing databases with RGB-D data, with

the exception of the MSR Action3D Dataset which only contains the depth

video. These datasets emphasize different application purposes, and there-

fore the action categories vary from each other. The Hollywood 3D dataset

[50] focuses on action recognition in natural environments. It collects

actions from feature films mostly in unconstrained situations. RGBD-

HuDaAct [109] concentrates on the daily activities of senior citizens for

assisted living in health-care. ACT42 [24] focuses on daily living activities

with clear semantics in real life. MSRGesture3D [74] contains 12 dynamic

American Sign Language (ASL) gestures. The MSR Action3D dataset [83]

collects 20 actions in the context of interaction with game consoles, with

various movements of arms, legs, torso and their combinations covered in

the actions.
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Table 2.2. Databases of RGB and depth video. NP: Number of performers; NC: Number of
classes.

Database NP NC Actions

Hollywood 3D

dataset [50]
- 14

run, punch, kick, shoot, eat, drive, usephone, kiss, hug,

standup, sitdown, swim, dance, NoAction

RGBD-HuDaAct

[109]
30 12

make a phone call, mop the floor, enter the room, exit the

room, go to bed, get up, eat meal, drink water, sit down,

stand up, take off the jacket, put on the jacket

ACT42 [24] 24 14
Collapse, Drink, MakePhonecall, MopFloor, PickUp, PutOn,

ReadBook, SitDown, SitUp, Stumble, TakeOff, ThrowAway,

TwistOpen, WipeClean

MSRGesture3D

[74]
10 12

Bathroom, Blue, Finish, Green, Hungry, Milk, Past, Pig,

Store, Where, Letter J, Letter Z

MSR Action3D

Dataset [83]
7 20

high arm wave, horizontal arm wave, hammer, hand catch,

forward punch, high throw, draw x, draw tick, draw circle,

hand clap, two hand wave, side-boxing, bend, forward kick,

side kick, jogging, tennis swing, tennis serve, golf swing,

pickup and throw

RGB-D Databases with skeleton modality

In addition to the depth data, some datasets also provide skeleton data.

The MSR Daily Activity 3D dataset [156] is designed to cover daily ac-

tivities of humans in the living room. It contains 16 activities such as

drink, eat, and read book, and most of the activities involve human-object

interactions.

The Microsoft Research Cambridge-12 (MSRC-12) Kinect gesture data

set [39] is collected for the evaluation of the effects of different instructions

to performers in gestural training systems. In the dataset, five different

kinds of instructions are given to a total of 30 performers for conducting

the same kind of actions. The description of the actions can be seen in

Table 2.3. These actions can be divided into two categories: actions for

the control of software in a HCI environment, and actions for surveillance

purposes. The dataset is used in Publication IV for the validation of our

system.

2.1.3 Accelerometer data

Accelerometer data is another modality gaining more attention for action

recognition. An accelerometer can measure acceleration forces, either

static, like the constant force of gravity, or dynamic, caused by motion

or vibration. It is widely embedded in smartphones, tablets, or built

in wearable motion sensor networks [138, 165]. Due to the easy access

to the accelerometer data from these smart devices, using the data for
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Table 2.3. The MSRC-12 Kinect gesture data set and example motions. From Publication
IV.

Metaphoric

gestures
Main frames

Iconic

gestures
Main frames

Start music\
raise volume

(G1)

Crouch or

hide(G2)

Navigate to

next

menu(G3)

Put on night

vision

goggles(G4)

Wind up the

music(G5)

Shoot with a

pistol(G6)

Take a bow

to end the

session(G7)

Throw an

object such

as a

grenade(G8)

Protest the

music(G9)

Change

weapon(G10)

Lay down

the tempo of

a song(G11)

Kick to

attack an

enemy(G12)

the recognition of human activities has wide application fields, especially

for remote health care [68]. For example, by using the accelerometer to

monitor daily physical activities and the built-in camera to analyze food

intake, an application can remind the user in real time about required

daily activity to balance the energy taken to keep healthy [42]. In [141],

two tri-axial accelerometers are mounted around wrists to distinguish the

type of skin scratching either as caused by a medical condition or as a

routine response, such as to an insect bite or uncomfortable clothes. But,

on the other hand, the acceleration data obtained from a single device is

usually not very distinctive, and therefore the number of activities that

can be accurately recognized is typically very small [81, 49].

The Berkeley Multimodal Human Action Database (MHAD) [112] is a

multimodal database which contains data from a motion capture system,

a camera system, a Kinect system, an audio system and accelerometers.

Six accelerometers are attached on the actors’ wrists, ankles and hips. The

Kinect data includes the video streams without the skeleton data. The

database contains 11 classes of actions performed by 12 actors, totalling
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about 660 instances. The actions are performed with the full body, such as

jumping, bending, punching, throwing and waving. This dataset provides

a better collection of acceleration data to recognize a relative big variety

of actions. We use both the mocap data and the accelerometer data to

evaluate the performance of our system compared with other published

methods.

In Chapter 4, we introduce our action recognition system based on skele-

tal data, both from mocap and Kinect. More detailed information can be

found in Publications III, VI and IV.

2.2 Hand gesture recognition

The action recognition discussed above mostly involves whole body move-

ments. In many cases, however, the distinction between actions only relies

on the movement of arms and hands, which is commonly referred to as

hand gesture recognition. It is largely used for HCI and sign language

recognition. The recognition of hand gestures can also be grouped into

static hand gestures or postures and dynamic hand gesture recognition.

Previously the research on this field has mostly focused on static hand

gesture recognition [40, 23]. Figure 2.5 illustrates some defined static hand

gestures used in [37].

Figure 2.5. Some static hand gesture definitions.

A dynamic gesture is composed of multiple static gestures. The series of

movements represents a complete gesture, as seen in Figure 2.6. Compared

to the static gestures, intuitively the motion of the hands and arms provides

further options to be used as features for the recognition. The commonly

used motion features include trajectory [69, 167], location, orientation [33]

and velocity [171].

In addition to the motion-based features, most research focuses on the

recognition of hand postures, that is, extracting features directly from

the hands. This hand modeling method can be roughly divided into two

categories: 3D hand model based modeling and appearance based modeling

[120, 34]. The former tries to build a hand volumetric model or the skeletal
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.6. Some dynamic hand gesture definitions similar as the ones from [61]. (a)
whap-whap; (b) behind.

model, which are often challenging and computationally costly [142, 30].

However, with the aid of the RGB-D sensor, 3D hand modeling becomes

more robust and can even be achieved in real time. These methods often

label each part of the hand and consequently provide the skeleton data [114,

67, 66]. The depth information improves significantly the segmentation of

the hand from the background, and makes even the recognition of the finger

tips feasible [84, 123, 128]. The fingers encode detailed information about

the hand posture, often leading to building a 2D hand posture skeleton.

However, in these cases, the hands are typically streched from the body in

order to ease the segmentation of the hands from the background [84].

The appearance-based methods usually have smaller computational costs,

and a big variety of features can be extracted from the hand regions

[140, 162, 146]. These include color [12], contour, silhouette [172], location,

and orientation of the fingertips. The limitation of the appearance-based

methods is that they can only recognize a discrete number of hand gestures,

which is determined by the training data.

These hand features obtained from the RGB image and the depth informa-

tion also have some physical constraints for the settings of the applications.

To build the 3D hand model or obtain precise hand information, the size of

the hand images has to be large enough considering the resolution of the

sensors. The hand region sometimes dominates the whole image [8], or at

least occupies 100×100 pixels [114, 122]. And when skin color is used for

hand segmentation, a good lighting condition is often required [51].

When the hand size gets extremely small, detecting the hand and extract-

ing precise hand features becomes more difficult. In this case, combining

the hand features and body movement is essential for gestural recognition.

In Chapter 5 we will illustrate our work on this topic.
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2.3 Research topics related with action recognition

As a comprehensive research topic, action recognition also relates with

other research topics.

Action spotting

In action spotting, or gesture segmentation, the task is to find the start

and end of a gesture. It is a primary requirement for gesture recognition

in many systems where the beginning and end of the gestures are clearly

defined. Some systems are designed for simultaneous segmentation and

recognition of the gestures [2]. When gestures are performed continu-

ously, the temporal segmentation of the gestures is crucial for correctly

recognizing the gestures. For mocap data, applications such as animation,

commercial films and video games all require precise segmentation of the

gestures [4]. Skeletal data has the advantage of simple calculation of the

motion features, e.g. trajectory, and velocity. Therefore, even in the RGB-

D data, the skeletal features are often used for segmentation [108, 170].

When the gestures are segmented by resting positions, the resting position

can also be considered as a gesture and therefore can be learnt by the

classification system. HMMs are often adopted for this purpose [170, 25].

If the gestures are performed continuously without resting positions, the

segmentation becomes more complicated, and probabilistic PCA is often

applied [4, 176]. On the other hand, the sliding window is a universal

method even though in most cases it is not a perfect solution [7]. Broadly

speaking, action recognition can be considered as the combination of action

spotting and action classification. However, action classification is also

often called action recognition, while action spotting is explicitly studied

as an independent research topic. In this thesis, action recognition is

equivalent to action classification, and we refer to action spotting explicitly.

One-shot-learning

Humans can usually easily recognize a gesture or an object after just seeing

an example once. This can be called one-shot-learning, and it has been

a popular topic in object recognition [77, 38]. One-shot-learning provides

the possibility of consumer applications of gesture recognition, where the

consumers need only to perform one example of each gesture. However,

for most gesture recognition systems, a sufficient amount of training data

is required for accurate training of the system. In the ChaLearn gesture

challenge 2011/2012, the task was to recognize gestures with only one
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example of each class as the training data [46]. Each task contained a small

vocabulary of 8 to 12 arm and hand gestures with only the RGB video and

depth data recorded by a Kinect device. Dynamic time warping, nearest

neighbor [160, 154, 174], and correlation coefficient [92] are commonly

selections in this situation [48]. [90] characterizes an action as a point on

a product manifold and employs geodesic distance for the classification.

Though the support vector machine (SVM) usually requires a large amount

of training data, by extracting multiple instances of features from one

training sample, SVM performs impressively well with such a small set of

training data [36]. Hidden Markov Models, Conditional Random Fields,

and other similar graphical models are also applied for one-shot-learning

to perform the gesture segmentation and recognition at the same time [46].

In this thesis work, the datasets we tested have sufficient training data,

and therefore one-shot-learning is not considered.

Action retrieval

Another research topic closely related to action recognition is action re-

trieval, also denoted as motion retrieval for motion capture data. Because

of the dearly cost of mocap data, it is desirable to be able to reuse data from

pre-recorded databases [85]. Action recognition can also be directly applied

for retrieving similar motions [106, 5]. In addition, the skeletal features

used for gesture recognition and some variant of DTW can also be used in

retrieval systems [72, 65, 73]. In this thesis, we do not apply our gesture

recognition methods directly for motion retrieval. However, in Publication

V we use subsequence DTW to align the motion sequences between Kinect

skeletal data and mocap data, which provides the possibility to retrieve

mocap data by using Kinect skeletons as queries.

a) b)

Figure 2.7. An example matching: (a) the query photo, (b) the matching magazine page.
From Publication I ©IEEE.
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Action retrieval from video is a relatively new topic [63, 62]. Because of

the characteristics of video and image data, some features used in image

retrieval can also be adopted in action retrieval systems [17]. Nowadays

smart phones are ubiquitous and many interesting research prototypes

and useful applications of image retrieval systems are developed for mobile

phones [148, 22, 21]. Publications I and II present an image retrieval

system for a mobile phone application. In this system, a query image

taken from a commercial magazine with a mobile phone camera is sent

to the server. By searching through the image database in the server, the

best matching image is determined, and the extra information attached

to it is sent back to the user’s mobile phone, so that the user can get more

information of the object that she is interested in. Figure 2.7 shows an

example of matching between a query image taken by a mobile phone

camera and a magazine page in the server database. The methodologies

of image retrieval, such as the features and matching, can also be used in

the gesture recognition. Therefore, in addition to describing the gesture

recognition system in this thesis, we also briefly introduce the methods in

Chapter 3 used in the image retrieval system described in Publications I

and II.
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3. Overview of action recognition
systems

This chapter presents a brief review of existing approaches proposed for

action recognition systems. The structure of a recognition system is usually

determined by the characteristics of the used features and classifiers.

Therefore, in this chapter we review features and classifiers separately,

while the whole system is revealed indirectly through the introduction of

both features and classifiers.

3.1 Feature extraction

In Section 2.1, we have introduced the data modalities commonly used

in a gesture recognition system. In this section, we give an overview of

the features extracted from these data modalities categorized into skeletal

features, image features and depth features.

3.1.1 Skeletal features

The skeletal features can be extracted both from the mocap data and

from the skeletons generated from RGB-D sensor data. The skeletal data

includes the 3D coordinates of all skeleton joints and sometimes also the

angular information associated with the joints.

The features extracted from the 3D coordinates are the most frequently

used features from skeletal models. [134, 157] directly use the x, y, z coor-

dinates of the joints without any post processing, but since the coordinates

are related to many external factors other than only the gestures, these

systems can usually only recognize a small vocabulary of actions in very re-

stricted environments. Therefore, a large variety of normalization methods

have been applied to the original 3D coordinates in order to be invariant to

different human performers and the coordinate system used in the record-

ing. For mocap data, the position and orientation of the root joint can be set
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to zero to normalize the other joints [73, 91]. [129] uses the neck joint as

the origin of the coordinates and updates the coordinates of the remaining

joints based on the new origin. [19] normalizes the coordinates with the

distance between the left and right shoulders, followed by subtracting the

shoulder center from the other joints. [175] transforms the root to the

origin and aligns the vertical axis of the human body to be parallel to the y

axis.

In addition to the normalization of the original coordinates, calculating

the distances between each pair of joints is another popular method [152,

156]. It automatically eliminates the influence of the coordinate system,

leaving only the size of the performer to be normalized. [76] calculates

the distances between the hands, elbows, and the spine in each dimension

separately with the time index of the frame to form a feature vector. In

[168, 177], the pairwise distances between joints in the current frame,

the pairwise distances between joints in neighboring two frames, and the

pairwise distances between joints in the current frame and the first frame

are concatenated into one feature vector for each frame. Furthermore,

[106] describes the geometric relations between certain joints as a binary

value, forming a 39-dimensional boolean vector for each frame. The whole

action is then represented by a feature matrix, denoted as motion template.

In addition to the distances between the joints, motion features, such as

velocities, and trajectories, can also be easily calculated from the joint

coordinates [125, 52].

Compared to the 3D joint coordinates, the angular data represents the

relative information between the joints. It is independent from the size of

the actors and the coordinate system of the recording device, and therefore

does not require normalization. [32] combines the 3D angles of 20 joints

from a single frame to form one feature vector for that frame. The feature

vectors from each frame in the action form a feature matrix to represent

the action. In addition to directly using the joint angles, there is also

a big variety in calculating the angular information between the joints.

[112] calculates the joint angles from 21 joints in the skeletal hierarchy,

which forms a 21-dimensional feature vector for each frame. [166] builds

a coordinate system at the hip center joint, and calculates the 3D angles

of the remaining joints in the new coordinates. These 3D angles are then

combined together to form the feature vector of each frame. Similarly,

[127] builds reference coordinates based on the torso joint. Eight effective

joints are selected and each of them is represented by two-dimensional
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angular coordinates. Together with the 3D angles of the torso, these angles

form a 19-dimensional feature vector for one frame. [164] sets a spherical

coordinate system around the skeleton and partitions the spherical volume

into bins. The joints are projected into these bins with probabilistic voting,

and these votes are accumulated over the joints. As a result, each frame is

represented as a histogram.

Some of these features are of high dimensionality, and therefore they

are often post processed by PCA to reduce the dimensionality [152, 168].

We have instead used an autoencoder [54] to visualize our features on a

2D plane. Detailed information of the proposed method can be found in

Publication VI.

3.1.2 Image features

As discussed in Section 2.2, for hand gesture recognition we focus on

appearance-based hand features. A large number of features can be ex-

tracted from RGB or grey-scale images. These features are mostly com-

puted for local interest regions. For hand gesture recognition, the regions

of interest are naturally the hand regions. However, in general applications

these interest regions can be obtained by a series of mathematical calcula-

tions, which are often referred to as interest point detection. The commonly

used methods include Harris corner detection [53], Hessian-Affine regions

[98], maximally stable extremal regions (MSER) [94], Laplacian of Gaus-

sian (LoG) [16] and Difference of Gaussians (DoG) [89]. After the detection

of the interest points, various feature descriptors can be extracted from

the regions around the interest points. These descriptors should be highly

distinctive and repeatable and invariant to illumination, 3D viewpoints,

etc.

Among the many proposed methods, the scale-invariant feature trans-

form (SIFT) [89] is the most commonly used one and an effective method

to transform image data into scale-invariant local features [99]. It detects

the local maxima and minima of the DoG images as keypoints candidates,

followed by detailed models fitted to determine the location and scale to

derive the final keypoints. One or more orientations are assigned to each

keypoint, so the keypoint descriptor can be extracted related to the orien-

tation to achieve rotation invariance. In order to calculate the descriptor

for the keypoints, a window of 16×16 pixels is approximately centered on

the keypoint, and a 2D Gaussian function with standard deviation of one

half of the width of the descriptor window is used as a weighting function.
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The gradient magnitude and orientation in the window at each pixel are

calculated. The descriptor window is divided into a 4×4 grid with the

size of each cell as 4×4 pixels. The samples in each cell are accumulated

into orientation histograms with 8 bins. The dimensionality of the feature

vector is thus 4×4×8=128.

Another popular scale- and rotation-invariant detector and descriptor

is SURF (Speeded-Up Robust Features) [6]. By operating on integral im-

ages and simplifying the methods for the detection and descriptor extrac-

tion, SURF can be computed much faster than SIFT with approximately

equal performance. Both methods are widely used in object detection [88],

panorama stitching [14], 3D scene recognition [13], etc. In Publications I

and II, we have used SIFT in our prototype design and SURF in the final

released version of the content-based image retrieval system.

Apperance-based hand features

The approaches to hand gesture recognition can roughly be grouped into

appearance-based and model-based methods. The latter usually requires

good lighting conditions and relatively high resolution images. In this

thesis, the applications of the hand gesture recognition have relatively

poor lighting conditions and very low image resolution. Therefore, we only

focus on the appearance-based hand features.

The SIFT and SURF features are extracted based on interest points with

different scales and orientations. For the hand feature extraction, however,

the hand regions are detected beforehand and the problem is to select a

suitable descriptor to transform the hand image into a feature vector. In

Publication VIII, we tested several features of the hand images in our

recognition system. These features are introduced below, and a detailed

performance evaluation of them can be found in Publication VIII.

Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) [28] was originally proposed for

human detection. After its successful application on pedestrian images,

HOG features have been widely applied on many kinds of images. There

has been some previous work on applying HOG on hand images [139,

117]. Similarly as SIFT, HOG also extracts orientation histograms. SIFT

features are typically extracted around interest points and the whole image

is commonly represented as a bag of local features. On the other hand,

HOG, as a dense descriptor is computed across the whole image. Figure

3.1 shows an example of the computation of the HOG features. In this

example, the image size is 168×168 pixels. It is divided into a 21×21 grid
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with the size of each cell as 8×8 pixels. The gradient vector for each pixel

in the cell is calculated and the orientations of the gradient vectors are

stored into a 9-bin histogram ranging from 0 to 180 degrees. According

to [28], the magnitude of the gradient vector is added to the histogram

bins. After calculating the histograms for all cells, the cells are grouped

into blocks of size 2×2 cells, and the histograms are concatenated into one

feature vector. By L2 normalization of the histogram, the feature becomes

invariant to illumination changes. The blocks are formed by sliding a

window of size 2×2 cells across the whole image and maintaining a 50%

overlapping with each neighboring block. The final HOG descriptor is then

obtained as the concatenation of all block histograms.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3.1. An example of HOG feature extraction. (a) A hand image; (b) some cells and
blocks assigned to the hand image; (c) visualization of the HOG features.

Another effective descriptor, especially for texture analysis, is local binary

patterns (LBP) [115, 116]. It is theoretically and computationally simple

but robust in terms of grey-scale variations, and it has successfully been

applied e.g. in texture classification, face recognition [56] and action

recognition [64]. The basic form of LBP can be calculated as shown in

Figure 3.2 with two parameters R and P required to be decided. R is the

radius of a circle centered in the pixel of interest, and P is the number

of pixels equally spaced on the circle. If the coordinates of the center

pixel are (0, 0), the coordinates of the P neighboring pixels are given by

(−Rsin(2πp/P ), Rcos(2πp/P )), where p = (0, 1, ..., P − 1). If the coordinates

do not fall exactly in the center of the pixel, the gray values of these

neighboring pixels are calculated by interpolation. The intensities of these

P neighboring pixels are compared to the center one: if the center pixel’s

value is smaller than the neighboring pixel value, then the value 0 is

assigned on the position of that pixel in the feature; otherwise the value

1 is assigned. Figure 3.2 shows an example with R = 1 and P = 8. In
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3.2. An example of LBP extraction. (a) The center and its neighboring pixels with
R = 1 and P = 8; (b) the grey values of a 3×3 image; (c) the signs of difference
between the neighboring pixels and center one, 0 if it is negative, otherwise 1.

this example, LBP forms an 8-bit binary digit, and a total of 256 different

patters can be generated.

Furthermore, an uniformity measure U can be introduced to detect the

“uniform” patterns, which corresponds to the number of transitions, that

is, bitwise 0/1 changes between the successive bits in the circular binary

patterns. For example, patterns 000000002 and 111111112 have U = 0, while

the pattern in Figure 3.2(c) has U = 2. By definition, the uniform patterns

should have U ≤ 2. Thus, patters with U > 2 are all grouped into one

group whereas the rest are indexed as before. Therefore, the 8-bit LBP of

256 patterns is decreased to 59 patterns. The final feature of the image is

the histogram of the LBP features generated on each pixel in the image.

Figure 3.3(a) shows the normalized histogram of LBP features extracted

from the hand image in Figure 3.1(a), and Figure 3.3(b) visualizes the LBP

features of each pixel in the image. Similarly to HOG, we can also divide

the hand image into cells, calculate the LBP histogram for each cell, and

concatenate the histograms to form the feature vector for the hand image.

(a) (b)

Figure 3.3. A LBP example of a hand image. (a) The normalized histogram of uniform
LBP for the hand image; (b) a visualization of the LBP pattern for each pixel.
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Gabor filter responses are successfully used in many computer vision

tasks, such as edge detection and texture representation. The 2D Gabor

filter [29] can be represented as

g(x, y;λ, θ, ψ, σ, γ) = exp(−x′2 + γ2y′2

2σ2
) exp(i(2π

x′

λ
+ ψ)), (3.1)

where x′ = x cos θ + y sin θ and y′ = −x sin θ + y cos θ. In this equation, λ

represents the wavelength of the sinusoidal factor, θ specifies the orienta-

tion of the normal to the parallel stripes of the Gabor function, ψ is the

phase offset, σ is the standard deviation of the Gaussian factor and γ is the

spatial aspect ratio which specifies the ellipticity of the Gaussian factor. In

feature extraction, Gabor filter banks are often built as multi-resolution

structures consisting of a set of Gabor filters tuned to different frequencies

and orientations. An example of the hand image in Figure 3.1(a) convolved

with a bank of Gabor filters is shown in Figure 3.4. In this example, four

scales in frequency and in orientation are used, which is adopted from

[122].

Figure 3.4. A hand image convolved with a bank of Gabor filters.

From Figure 3.4 we can see that a Gabor filter bank can successfully

capture the edges and corners of the hand image. In order to convert the

convolved images into a feature vector, one method is to directly transform

the convolved image matrix to a feature vector. However, due to the

size of the image, the feature vector could be of very high dimensionality.
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In some cases, the convolved matrices are first downsampled and then

transformed into vectors. [122] uses another method to obtain the feature

vector. The convolved images are divided into grids, and a bank of 2D

Gaussian functions is built with the mean vectors located at the center

of each cell and with the same standard deviation. Figure 3.5 illustrates

a bank of Gaussian functions located in a 2 × 2 grid matrix. The matrix

is obtained by an element-by-element multiplication of the Gabor filtered

image and the Gaussian function, and the sum of all elements in the matrix

is returned. The same operation is applied to all Gabor filtered images and

the banks of Gaussian functions, and the values are concatenated to form

the final feature vector for the image.

Figure 3.5. A bank of Gaussian functions with mean vectors located in a 2×2 grid matrix.

In addition to the above image features, we also use the histogram of

oriented 3D spatio-temporal gradients (HOG3D) [70] in Publication VIII.

HOG3D is often used for action recognition in videos, where the videos are

represented by bags of HOG3D features extracted on 3D points sampled in

the X and Y (spatial) and T (time) dimensions. The calculation of HOG3D

can be roughly described as follows: (1) A cuboid support region is built

centered at the interest point, and it is divided into M ×M ×N cells in

3D, where M and N are positive integers. (2) Each cell is further divided

into S × S × S subblocks. (3) A 3D gradient vector is calculated for each

subblock and quantized by a regular polyhedron. (4) A histogram for a cell

is obtained as the sum of all quantized gradient vectors of all subblocks.

(5) All histograms from each cell are concatenated and normalized to form

a HOG3D feature. In our experiments in Section 5.2.4, we build a support

region around the hand joint coordinates and extract HOG3D features for

each frame of the video.

3.1.3 Depth features

Compared to RGB color images, depth data captures the geometric and

shape information, which can be more distinctive than the color images.
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Unlike the color image, it is not affected by illumination, which removes

the requirement of good lighting conditions. Some research has been

conducted on using pure depth data for action recognition. The depth data

can be considered as 2D depth image or as 3D cloud points representing

the depth information. In image form, the recognition methods for image

data can often be directly applied to the depth data. As 3D cloud points,

many new features have been invented based on it. Therefore, there has

been a variety of features and recognition methods developed for depth

data.

Silhouettes, expressing the shape of postures, are an effective input for

video action recognition. [83] extends this concept to depth data and uses

an action graph to model the human actions. The 3D depth points are

considered as a silhouette for each frame. The posture is modeled as the

joint distribution of these points. Due to the huge number of points in

each frame, the computation is extremely heavy. Therefore, a subset of 3D

points are selected based on three orthogonal Cartesian planes for each

frame. The results show a significant improvement compared to a 2D

silhouette.

Another widely used approach is to extract features from the spatio-

temporal interesting points (STIP) [78] and represent the actions using

Bag of Visual Words (BoVW) [111]. [24] adopts this approach but uses a

new depth feature named comparative coding descriptors (CCD), which is

inspired by the LBP descriptor. Taking the interest point as the reference

point at the center of a cuboid of size 3× 3× 3, subtracting the depth value

of the surrounding points from the reference point, and comparing with

a threshold, the feature encodes a 26-dimensional vector with elements

of [−1 0 1] only. Compared to HOG and HOF (Histogram of Optical Flow)

[79] features extracted from the RGB video, and HOG-HOF features from

the depth video with the same STIPs, the accuracy with the CCD feature

outperforms the other schemes for the ACT42 [79] dataset.

While STIP was originally developed for RGB video, [163] proposes an

algorithm for extracting STIPs from depth videos (DSTIPs) and a local

depth feature named depth cuboid similarily features (DCSF), which are

based on self-similarity to encode the spatio-temporal shape of the 3D

cuboid. [155] proposes a semi-local depth feature called random occupancy

pattern (ROP), which considers a depth sequence as a four-dimensional

volume (x, y, z, t) and selects subvolumes based on discriminability. In

each subvolume, if there is a cloud point in this 4-dimensional space, then
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a counter is increased by one for that position. The points within the

subvolume are summed, and the result is given as an input to a sigmoid

normalization function. The output of the function is the ROP feature. For

each gesture, a fixed amount of subvolumes, that is, a fixed number of ROP

features, are selected.

Instead of extracting features from parts of the depth 3D point cloud,

[169] takes all depth data into use to build depth motion maps (DMMs)

and to extract HOG features from three DMMs, concatenated as the fi-

nal representation for the action. In the depth sequence, each frame is

projected onto three orthogonal Cartesian planes to generate three 2D

maps. The differences of the 2D maps between neighboring frames are

accumulated in each projected plane, and therefore three depth motion

maps are generated for each depth video sequence. HOG features are

extracted from each DMM and concatenated together to form a feature

vector for the action.

Compared to the above depth features and recognition systems, his-

togram of oriented 4D normals (HON4D) outperforms them on all relevant

benchmarks [119]. In HON4D, the depth sequence is considered as a 4D

space of time, depth and spatial coordinates, and surface normal orien-

tations are calculated for the 4D space. The 4D space is then quantized

by a 600-cell polychoron, optimized, and projected into 120 bins, forming

a 120-dimensional HON4D descriptor. The video sequence can also be

divided into multiple Spatiotemporal cells in width, height and number

of frames, and the HON4D descriptor is extracted separately from each

cell. The depth sequence can then be represented as a concatenation of the

HON4D descriptors. Due to the discriminative power of HON4D, it is used

in our multimodal action recognition framework. Instead of extracting

HON4D from the whole depth sequence, we apply it only for the hands,

and extract the HON4D descriptors around the hand joints of each depth

frame.

3.2 Classification

As introduced above, various features can be extracted from certain inter-

est points or from the whole gesture. Therefore, there are several ways

to represent a gesture sequence, which has an effect on the selection of

suitable classification methods. In this section, we will give a brief intro-

duction of the classification methods commonly used in the recognition
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systems, and continue to have a detailed look into several methods that

are applied in this thesis.

3.2.1 Methods for time series feature vectors

When features are extracted from each frame and stacked as a matrix to

represent a gesture, they can be considered as a sequence of feature vectors,

that is, a multidimensional time series. In general, the gestures consist

of a different number of frames, and thus the sequences are also of differ-

ent length. For this kind of features, the widely used classifers in action

recognition systems include hidden Markov model (HMM) [124, 164, 91],

conditional random field (CRF) [25], action graph [152, 82] and various

variations of dynamic time warping (DTW) [32, 129]. As preprocessing, the

directly extracted features are often clustered or quantized into keywords.

The commonly used methods for clustering include K-means [177, 112, 164]

and the Gaussian mixture model [25]. The centers of the clusters are used

as the keywords or codewords. Therefore, each gesture is represented as a

sequence of keywords with a varying length. According to a performance

evaluation of HMM and DTW for gesture recognition from Kinect skele-

ton data [18], the DTW has advantages in term of accuracy and trivial

requirements for the number of training samples.

Dynamic time warping

Dynamic time warping (DTW) is a well-known and popular algorithm to

measure the similarity of signal sequences [104]. It is widely used e.g. in

speech recognition and gesture recognition with skeletal data [127, 32, 1].

Let us define two sequences, P = p1, p2, ..., pN , and Q = q1, q2, ..., qM , where

pn and qm are the signals at the nth and mth time index, respectively.

A distance function is used to calculate the dissimilarity between the

elements pn and qm from each sequence. The commonly used functions

include the Euclidean and cosine distances. A cost matrix can then be

constructed by calculating the dissimilarity distances between each pair

of elements from the sequences. DTW finds the alignment between P and

Q so that the sum of all distances between the aligned element pairs is

minimized, which is also referred to as the minimum overall cost. The

alignment with the minimum cost is denoted as the warping path, as

it indicates the indices of the matched elements in the sequences. For

basic DTW, the warping path has to fulfill two conditions: (1) the first and

last elements of P and Q have to align to each other, that is p1 ↔ q1 and
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pN ↔ qM ; and (2) if pn ↔ qm, then pn ↔ qm+1 or pn+1 ↔ qm or pn+1 ↔ qm+1,

where the symbol ↔ means that the left signal element is aligned or

matched with the right signal element. To find the warping path under

these constraints with computational efficiency, dynamic programming is

often used. An example can be seen in Figure 3.6.

Figure 3.6. Example warping paths of DTW (left) and subsequence DTW (right). From
Publication V.

There are many variants of DTW. Subsequence DTW (SS-DTW) is a

variant that does not fulfill the first condition of basic DTW, that is, the

beginning and end of the two sequences are not required to match each

other. Instead, the longer sequence is assumed to contain a matching

subsequence to the shorter sequence. Detailed information of DTW and

SS-DTW can be found in Publication V.

3.2.2 Methods for features with a fixed dimensionality

Unlike gestures represented as time series signals, in some systems, each

gesture is represented as a whole by a single feature vector with a fixed

dimensionality. One strategy to obtain these fixed-dimensional features is

to sample all gestures into a fixed number of frames. The features extracted

from these frames can then be concatenated to form one feature vector,

which usually becomes high-dimensional. Another strategy is to represent

the gesture as a histogram. Features are extracted among the whole

gesture and clustered into codewords. The gesture is then represented as

a histogram of codewords.

When the gestures are represented by features with a fixed dimensional-

ity, many pattern recognition methods, such as, K-nearest neighbors (KNN)

[76], naive Bayes [168], and SVM [157], can be applied. KNN is one of the

most straightforward methods for this task [41]. The distances between

the feature of the testing gesture and the ones of the training gestures

are calculated, and the gesture is classified to the class which appears

most frequently among the K training features with the shortest distances.

However, the standard brute-force searching method for KNN is not a good
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solution especially for high-dimensional datasets. In order to improve the

speed or memory requirement, approximate nearest neighbor (ANN) [60]

algorithms provide a suitable replacement for KNN in some applications.

As the name implies, ANN algorithms do not guarantee to return the

actual nearest neighbor for each query but an approximate one [86]. The

Fast Library for Approximate Nearest Neighbors (FLANN) [102, 103] is

a very effective library for fast ANN searches in high-dimensional spaces.

It contains two searching algorithms: hierarchical k-means trees with a

priority search order and multiple randomized k-d trees. In Publications I

and II, we have used FLANN to build multiple randomized k-d trees for

the image descriptors in the server database.

Another method based on multiple trees, although serving a different

functionality, is random forest [11, 55], which has had huge success in

human pose recognition from depth data in real-time [135]. Since then

it has also been applied in a gesture recognition system [177]. A random

forest is an ensemble of decision trees. Each decision tree is constructed

separately with a random selected subset of the training data, and contains

internal nodes and leaf nodes. At each internal node, the data is split based

on the output of a split function for a certain attribute value and a threhold.

Each leaf node is labeled with a class or a probability distribution over

the classes. During testing, each test sample proceeds down to one leaf

node in each tree. The probability distributions associated with these leaf

nodes are averaged over all trees. The class with the highest probability is

assigned to the test sample. If probability distributions are not available

but only a class label exists at each leaf node, then the class label with the

maximum number of votes is assigned to the test data.

In our recognition system, we use extreme learning machine (ELM) [59]

as our classifier. ELM has been succesfully used in many applications,

including recognizing human activities from video data [100]. We com-

pare ELM with three popular classifiers: logistic regression [9], linear

SVM with an approximate feature map [151, 137] and RBF-kernel SVM

[27, 145]. These three methods have their own advantages, as shown in

the comparison. Logistic regression has a low computational complexity;

RBF-kernel SVM is widely applied due to its powerfulness in classification,

nevertheless with high computational costs; linear SVM with an approx-

imate feature map performs in between the above two both in accuracy

and computational cost. It simplifies the calculation of additive non-linear

kernels (such as the χ2 kernel) by approximation and uses a linear SVM as
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the classifier, which results in much faster training and testing than with

the original non-linear SVM. In the comparison, ELM performs favorably

in both aspects of accuracy and computational cost. The comparison results

can be found in Section 4.4.1 and Publication IV.

Extreme learning machine

The extreme learning machine (ELM) as an emerging algorithm can be

applied for classification and regression [59, 57]. It is a single-hidden

layer feedforward neural network (SLFN), but its core property is that

the hidden layer in ELM does not need to be tuned. Figure 3.7 shows

the structure of a single-hidden layer feedforward network with L hidden

neurons.
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Figure 3.7. A single-hidden layer feedforward network.

Given P samples {xi,yi}Pi=1, where xi = [xi1, xi2, . . . , xiN ]T ∈ R
N and

yi = [yi1, yi2, . . . , yiM ]T ∈ R
M , the output function of standard SLFNs with

L hidden neurons can be represented as

yi = f(xi) =

L∑
j=1

βjg(ωj · xi + bj) , (3.2)

where ωj = [ωj1, ωj2, . . . , ωjN ] ∈ R
N is the input weight vector connecting

the input layer to the jth hidden neuron, bj is the bias of the jth hidden

neuron, g(·) is a nonlinear piecewise continuous function, for example,

sigmoid function and Gaussian function, and βj = [βj1, βj2, . . . βjM ]T ∈ R
M

is the output weight vector connecting the jth hidden neuron and the

output neurons. Equation 3.2 can be written compactly as

Y = Hβ , (3.3)
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where the hidden layer output matrix H is

H =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
g(ω1 · x1 + b1) · · · g(ωL · x1 + bL)

... . . . ...

g(ω1 · xP + b1) · · · g(ωL · xP + bL)

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦
P×L

, (3.4)

β =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

βT
1

βT
2

· · ·
βT
L

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
L×M

and Y =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

yT
1

yT
2

· · ·
yT
P

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
P×M

(3.5)

Traditionally, the values of the input weight vector ωj , bias bj and the

output weight vector βj for each hidden node are learned through iterative

processing, with backpropagation [15] being the most popular learning

algorithm used in feedforward neural networks. Unlike the traditional

neural networks, in the extreme learning machine the values for ωj and bj

are not learnt, but instead are assigned random values that remain fixed.

Training an ELM simply equals to finding a least-squares solution β̂ to

Equation 3.3. If the number of hidden neurons L is equal to the number of

training samples P , matrix H is square and invertible. However, in most

cases L � P , and the smallest norm least-squares solution of the linear

system Hβ = Y can be obtained by

β̂ = H†Y , (3.6)

where H† is the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of matrix H. Several meth-

ods exist to calculate H†, including the orthogonal projection method and

singular value decomposition (SVD) [126]. The solution β̂ gives the mini-

mum training error for the linear system, provides the smallest norm of

weights, and is unique.

In summary, for ELM, the input weights and the hidden layer biases do

not need to be learned, resulting in the learning of ELM being extremely

fast. A comprehensive study and comparisons between ELM and SVM

show that ELM can achieve a better generalization performance for mul-

ticlass classification together with much faster learning than traditional

SVM [57]. In addition to the above introduced basic ELM, there are also

many ELM variants, such as kernel-based ELM, incremental ELM, and so

on [58]. Parallelized ELM with GPUs [150] can make ELM even more fea-

sible for large scale datasets. In our gesture recognition system, we adopt

the basic ELM, which facilitates the recognition to be done in real-time.
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4. Skeleton-based action recognition

The previous chapters provide an overview of the current existing gesture

recognition systems and some methodologies used in our work. In this

chapter, we will present our action recognition system for skeleton data as a

whole. In the next chapter, we will demonstrate our system on experiments

on multimodal data.

4.1 Overview of the recognition system

Figure 4.1 gives a graphical overview of the recognition system developed in

this thesis. The input for the system is motion sequences, generated either

by a motion capture system or an RGB-D sensor. The system consists of

two parts: feature extraction and action classification. The former extracts

different features for each frame of the sequence, and the latter classifies

the features by extreme learning machine, and models the overall outputs

of ELM on the sequence level. As a result, the final classification result for

the action is obtained.

Figure 4.1. An overview of the action recognition system. From Publication IV.
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4.2 Skeletal features

Simple and effective features are essential for an accurate recognition

system. In the feature extraction part, we propose skeletal features which

capture the spatial relational information between the joints and the tem-

poral relational information within the gesture. Furthermore we visualize

our features on a two-dimensional space using a deep auto-encoder for

qualitative analysis.

4.2.1 Feature extraction

Normalized 3D joint positions (NP)

The skeleton model is a constitution of joints represented by 3D coordinates,

which contains very rich raw information about the posture. However, the

joint coordinates are closely related to the circumstances in which the

skeleton model is generated. The coordinate system varies in uncontrolled

recording environments, which directly influences the joint coordinate

values. Next, even in the same coordinate system, multiple instances of

the same gesture performed by the same actor are likely to have different

coordinate values due to translation and rotation. Moreover, attributable

to the different body sizes of the performers, the same gesture by different

performers will have different coordinate representations. Therefore in

order to directly use the 3D coordinates, it is essential to register the joint

coordinates into a common coordinate system.

The sources of the skeleton model are mainly the data from a motion

capture system and RGB-D sensors. In addition to providing the 3D coor-

dinates of the joints, the former also provides rotational and translational

information of the joints in relation to the other joints, which is not often

available for the latter. In order to make these skeleton coordinates compa-

rable, all skeletons are rotated into the same orientation and the root joint

of the skeleton is translated to the origin, which causes the coordinates

of the hip joints of the same actor to overlap regardless of the posture

(the root joint can be seen in Figure 4.8). For example, Figure 4.2 shows

sampled frames from a “cartwheel” action from the HDM05 database in the

original coordinates and registered coordinates after the transformation.

For mocap data, a straightforward way exists to transform the coordinates

by setting the rotation matrix and the translation vector of the root joint
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to identity and zero. This method is also used in [73] for motion capture

data retrieval.
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Figure 4.2. A “cartwheel” action drawn in original (left) and transformed (right) coordi-
nates. Adapted from Publication III.

For skeletons extracted with a RGB-D sensor, usually only the 3D joint

coordinates are available without the rotation and translation information.

To transform all skeletons into the same orientation and to translate the

root joints to the origin, one skeleton can be selected as a common basis,

with its orientation considered as a reference for the other skeletons to

be transformed into. In our method, this reference skeleton is selected

randomly. As seen in Figure 4.2, after the transformation, the hips and

the root joint of each skeleton overlap correspondingly and the planes

formed by them also overlap with each other. This inspires the solution

of the transformation of the RGB-D skeletons. We translate the roots of

all skeletons to origin, then rotate the skeletons so that the planes formed

by hips and root overlap with the one of the reference skeleton, with the

condition that the sum of the distances between the transformed hip joints

to the corresponding hip joints in the reference skeleton is minimized. A

more detailed description can be found in Publication III. The coordinates

are normalized to be invariant to the size of the performer by normalizing

the sum of the distances of the connected joints to one. Finally, the feature

vector is represented as the concatenation of the joint coordinates.

Temporal difference of feature vectors (TD)

The above feature captures the characteristics of a single posture. However,

in general, a gesture is composed of multiple postures or frames, and the

relations between the postures carries vital distinctive information of the

gesture. One extreme case is when two actions are kinematically inverse

to each other. Figure 4.3 shows two such actions: StandUpKnee and

SitDownKnee. Here, we can see that for each posture in one gesture there
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is an almost identical counterpart in the other one. A classifier can easily

misclassify the features extracted only from each posture. Therefore, it

is necessary to take the temporal order of the postures into account to

compensate for the weakness of the features extracted on frame level in

this aspect.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.3. One pair of inverse actions. (a) StandUpKnee; (b) SitDownKnee. From
Publication III.

To capture the temporal relationship among postures within a gesture,

one method is to subtract the features of one frame from another to rep-

resent the differences related with the chronological order. Assuming

the skeletal feature vector of the kth frame in a gesture sequence with K

frames is xd
k, the temporal difference of feature vectors xtd

k can be calculated

as

xtd
k =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩

xd
k 1 ≤ k < k′

xd
k − xd

k−k′+1

||xd
k − xd

k−k′+1||
k′ ≤ k ≤ K

(4.1)

where k′ is the temporal offset parameter, 1 < k′ < K.

After obtaining xtd
k , it can be concatenated with xd

k to form a new feature

which combines the distinctive information of the skeleton for a single

frame and the relation between that frame with an earlier frame in the

gesture. The final feature vector can be written as x = [ (xd)T (xtd)T ]T .

The dimensionality of the feature depends on the number of joints used in

the original skeletal feature. Based on the characteristics of gestures, not

all joints may be necessary to be used in skeletal feature. For example, for

sign language gestures, the lower body of the actor often remains still or

even invisible and mostly only the arms and hands move. In this case, the

joints of the lower body provide the same information for all gestures and

can therefore be excluded from the skeletal feature. For example with the

NP feature and assuming nj joints are selected, the dimensionality of x is

n = 2 · 3 · nj . In the rest of the thesis, when we extract frame-level skeleton

features, we always concatenate the original feature and the temporal

difference vector to form the final skeletal feature to be classified in the

system, without always explicitly stating this.
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Normalized trajectory (NT)

As stated in the previous section, the extraction of the NP feature requires

translation of the roots of the skeletons to the same position. This pro-

cedure eliminates the absolute movement of the gesture, as Figure 4.2

illustrates. However, the absolute movement possibly carries information

related to the differentiation between the gestures, and therefore the ges-

ture trajectory feature is calculated and named as normalized trajectory.

It is generated by translating the coordinates of the root joint of the first

frame to the origin of the coordinates. Correspondingly, all the coordi-

nates of the other joints are translated to maintain the original geometric

relation. After the translation, new coordinates are assigned to all the

joints. Then these coordinates are normalized into [−1, 1]. The NT feature

corresponds to the coordinates of the root joint after translation and nor-

malization for each frame. The NT feature can then be concatenated with

the NP+TD feature to form a new feature vector. We refer explicitly to this

feature as NP+TD+NT in the rest of the thesis. The detailed calculation

can be found in Publication VI.

Figure 4.4 shows an intuitive example of the effect of the NT feature.

Figure 4.4(a) shows two motions: walk in a left circle and walk in a

right circle. In this figure, the trajectories of the left and right circle

are not distinguishable. Figure 4.4(b) shows the trajectories after the

transformation.
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Figure 4.4. Trajectories of two different walks in (a) original and (b) transformed coordi-
nates. From Publication VI.

There are multiple ways to extract features from a skeleton model. In

addition to the NP feature, we also experiment with several other features,

combined with the concept of temporal differencing.

Pairwise distance vector (PW)

The pairwise distance vector calculates all distances between the selected

joints, normalized so that the sum of all elements equals to one. It is a
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commonly used feature [168, 177]. It is similar to the NP feature in the

sense that both of them try to obtain the relations between joints. The NP

feature uses the transformed joint coordinates whereas the PW feature

directly utilizes the distances between the joints. In general, the former

carries more information but the latter is easier to calculate.

Centroid distance vector (CEN)

Another way to extract skeletal features is to use the centroid of the

skeleton. Here we consider the centroid of the triangle formed by the

neck and hips as the centroid of the body. The elements of the CEN

feature vector consist of the distances between the joints and the centroid,

normalized by the sum of the distances.

Key joints distance vector (KEY)

Similar to the centroid distance vector, the key joints distance vector is

calculated as the distances between a set of key joints and the other joints.

In a later experiment the following three key joints are used: head, root

and left knee.

4.2.2 Effects and parameters of TD feature

To observe the effect of the temporal difference of feature vectors, we

record recognition accuracies with and without the TD feature on a se-

lection of gestures from the HDM05 database. In total, eight gestures

with 154 instances are selected. The gestures form four pairs with the

actions in reverse chronological order, as for example, in SitDownChair

and StandUpChair. The gestures are listed in Figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.5. Confusion matrix for four pairs of inverse actions. (a) Using only NP features;
(b) using concatenated features NP+TD. Adapted from Publication III.
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In the experiment, the classifier and modeling methods are the same in

both cases except for the used feature which is with and without the TD

components. The confusion matrices for the experiment are shown in Fig-

ure 4.5. We can see that with only the NP feature, the gestures in each pair

are often misclassified to each other, whereas after concatenating with the

temporal difference feature vector, the gestures are clearly distinguished

from each other. The average accuracy is increased from 56.49% to 99.35%.

One parameter required in the TD feature is the temporal offset. Through

experiments, a difference of 0.3 seconds between the frames has been

observed to be a robust value. Therefore we use this value for all the re-

maining experiments. Detailed information about the parameter selection

can be found in Publication III.

4.2.3 Visualization of the features

In order to visualize the features, the dimensionality also needs to be

reduced to two or three dimensions. PCA is often applied in many ap-

plications [152, 168] for this purpose. The dimensionality of the NP+TD

features is six times the number of joints used in the skeleton, which is

often no more than 60 dimensions. This is not a burden for our classifier,

but in order to have an intuitive understanding and observation of the ef-

fectiveness of our features, we reduce the dimensionality to two to observe

them in a 2-D image.

We apply both the commonly used PCA and a deep autoencoder [54] to

perform the dimensionality reduction. For PCA, the two largest principal

components are used to visualize the feature. The deep autoencoder has

two linear neurons in the middle layer and three hidden layers of size 1000,

500 and 100 between the input and the middle layers. No label information

is used to train the deep autoencoders. We visualize the features with and

without the normalized trajectories (NT) to see what the relative feature

(NP+TD) provides to the system and the impact of the absolute feature by

both PCA and the autoencoder.

We first visualize three distinct but very similar actions: rotateArm-

sRBackward, rotateArmsBothBackward and rotateArmsLBackward. As

Figure 4.6 shows, these gestures are clearly distinguishable in the two

dimensional space when the deep autoencoder is applied. However, ro-

tateArmsRBackward and rotateArmsLBackward are visually not distin-

guishable at all by PCA when only the NP and TD features are used (see
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(a) DNN (NP+TD) (b) DNN (NP+TD+NT)

(c) PCA (NP+TD) (d) PCA (NP+TD+NT)

Figure 4.6. Visualization of actions rotateArmsRBackward (blue), rotateArmsBothBack-
ward (purple) and rotateArmsLBackward (red). Each arrow denotes the
direction and magnitude of change in the latent space. Five randomly selected
sequences per gesture are shown. From Publication VI.

Figure 4.6 (c)). Even with all three features (NP+TD+NT), using PCA does

not clearly distinguish the features.

Figure 4.7 shows the visualization of two gestures, jogLeftCircle and

jogRightCircle. When only NP and TD features are used, neither the

deep autoencoder nor PCA is able to capture the differences between the

gestures. However, the deep autoencoder can distinguish these gestures

clearly when all three features are used (see Figure 4.7 (b)), whereas

PCA does not capture the difference. The comparison shows that a deep

neural network with multiple nonlinear hidden layers can learn a more

discriminative structure of the data. More detailed information about the

influence of the NT feature on the recognition can be found in Publication

VI.

4.3 Mocap vs Kinect

The skeletons from different sources are often in different formats, as

illustrated in Figure 4.8. The leftmost skeleton is of the format used in

the CMU Graphics Lab Motion Capture Database [26] and the Motion
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(a) DNN (PN+TD) (b) DNN (NP+TD+NT)

(c) PCA (NP+TD) (d) PCA (NP+TD+NT)

Figure 4.7. Visualization of actions jogLeftCircle (blue) and jogRightCircle (red). Each
arrow denotes the direction and magnitude of change in the latent space. Ten
randomly chosen sequences per action were visualized. From Publication VI.

Capture Database HDM05 [107] with 31 joints. The other two skeletons are

extracted from Kinect data but by different software. The middle skeleton

is from the Microsoft Kinect SDK [97] and has 20 joints. The rightmost

skeleton is from the PrimeSense Natural Interaction Middleware (NiTE)

[118] with 15 joints. Even though the number of joints differ, the essential

joints are available in all formats. These include the hands, feet, elbows,

knees and root.
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Figure 4.8. Skeleton models from different sources. From Publication IV.
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4.3.1 Recognition performance

Due to the mobility and low cost of the RGB-D sensor, it can replace the

motion capture system for certain functionalities. Therefore it is useful

to analyze the performance of the proposed gesture recognition method

with the skeletons generated both from an RGB-D sensor and from mocap,

which leads to a reasonable selection of systems to generate the desired

skeleton data.

To compare the performance of the different skeleton sources, we use

the same features and settings in the recognition system. Furthermore,

in order to compare our system’s performance with the results published

in [152], we use the same mocap data as in [152], which consists of 10

classes of gestures and a total of 156 instances from the HDM05 database.

We also record the same gestures on our own with Kinect using the NiTE

middleware. In this Kinect dataset, the number of actors and the number

of instances performed by each actor is exactly the same as in the mocap

dataset. Figure 4.9 shows as an example the RGB-D images and the

corresponding skeleton.
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Figure 4.9. RGB and depth images (left), and the corresponding skeleton (right). From
Publication III.

In this experiment we select two sets of joints: all 15 joints in the NiTE

skeleton format and a reduced set of five joints (head, hands and feet). By

using the two sets of joints, we can see the influences of the number of

joints for the recognition performance. The four kinds of features described

in Section 4.2.1 are extracted for both sets of joints. The average accuracies

of the 10 classes are shown in Table 4.1, with the dimensionality of each

feature is shown in parentheses. Detailed recognition accuracy information

for each class can be found in Publication III.

From Table 4.1 we can see that for the mocap data our system provides

higher classification accuracies with all features than the result provided
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Table 4.1. Classification accuracy of 10 gesture classes from both mocap and Kinect data.
Adapted from Publication III.

15 joints 5 joints

Accuracy np pw cen key np pw cen key [152]

(90) (210) (30) (78) (30) (20) (10) (28) (%)

Mocap(%) 100 100 98.8 99.3 99.4 99.5 99.5 100 90.9

Kinect(%) 96.1 95.0 83.1 92.5 94.7 92.0 83.3 90.7

in [152], which uses pairwise distance matrices and an action graph for the

classification. We can also observe that the accuracies from mocap are all

higher than the corresponding Kinect ones. This was to be expected and

can be explained by the unstability and noisiness of the Kinect skeletons.

For example, Figure 4.9 shows the right knee of the skeleton not bent as

in the corresponding RGB-D image. However, the accuracy with Kinect is

only about 5% lower than mocap for the NP feature in this dataset.

The dimensionality of the features varies based on the number of joints

used in the feature. With the reduced set of joints, the accuracy remains

high but the dimensionality has reduced significantly. Therefore the used

subset of joints, that is, head, hands and feet, is a good selection of primary

joints in this setting. The performance of the four features is more or less

the same for mocap data; for Kinect data, the NP feature is the best for

both sets of joints. NP performs a little better than the pairwise distance,

and both provide much better accuracies than the other two features. In

fact, the NP and PW features are commonly adopted into our recognition

system.

4.3.2 Gesture alignment

In the above subsection, we have compared the performance of skeletons

from an RGB-D sensor and a motion capture system within the same

gesture recognition system. The experiments indirectly show the noisi-

ness and unstability of the RGB-D skeleton compared to mocap skeletons.

However, if a quantitative evaluation of the RGD-D skeleton is to be con-

ducted, the groundtruth of the skeletons are required for the corresponding

skeletons. In [87], a wooden stick is used as groundtruth measurement for

Kinect skeletons. As the mocap skeleton is the most precisely generated

one, it is undoubtly the best option for the groundtruth skeleton. However,

the RGB-D sensor and motion capture are two independent systems, and
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therefore the hardware synchronization of the systems is not trivial to

accomplish. The time stamps of the skeletons are not available in almost

all of the datasets. The skeletons of a gesture can be considered as a

time series signal, and therefore we use dynamic time warping to find the

correspondences between the RGB-D and the mocap skeletons for the same

gestures.

Data acquisition

To record the skeleton gestures with the two kinds of systems, an OptiTrack

motion capture system and one Kinect device are used in the data collection.

No calibration between these two systems is performed. When an actor

performs a gesture, the two systems are started to record separately with

the mocap always started earlier and ended later than the Kinect. A total

of six gesture sequences are recorded and each one is named according

to the main action in the video as jump, sit, stand & walk, turn, walk

and wave hand. NiTE is used to generate the skeleton for Kinect with its

15-joints format, and the mocap skeleton has 20 joints.

Feature extraction

To convert the skeleton model into time series signals, we need to extract

suitable features from the skeletons. The two kinds of skeletons have

different numbers of joints, so we first need to convert them into the same

structure, that is, to have the same set of joints. Since the mocap skeleton

has more joints than the Kinect one, the extra joints are deleted from the

mocap skeletons. The details of the skeleton simplification method can be

found in Publication V.

We use the centroid distance vector (CEN) described in Section 4.2.1. It is

a normalized 15-dimensional feature vector due to the simplified skeleton

having 15 joints. It should be noted that the CEN feature is not the only

option for the alignment. As long as the feature can capture the skeletal

information in a vector format, it can be used in our method. However, the

dimensionality of the feature vector influences the computational complex-

ity, which should be considered as one of the key factors for selecting the

feature for the DTW method.

Alignment of the skeleton sequences

During the recording, the frame rate of mocap is accurately 100 fps and

of Kinect theoretically 30 fps, but in practice some frames are missing,

which makes the frame rate of Kinect not accurate. We also manually
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control the recording so that the mocap recording starts earlier and ends

later than Kinect, which makes it possible to use SS-DTW to align the

skeletons. Considering both the difference of the frame rates and the

missing frames in the Kinect recordings, we need to modify the step size of

SS-DTW (Section 3.2.1) to fulfill our requirements.

Figure 4.10 illustrates the required step modification for the alignment.

Let us assume the Kinect frame fk
i matches with the mocap frame fm

j .

Theorectically, the next Kinect frame will match the mocap frames between

the 3rd and 4th frame. However, this assumption can rarely be true, be-

cause of the uncertainty of the synchronization and the frame rate ratio of

100 to 30, therefore there is inaccuracy of this assumed alignment. Taking

the inaccuracy of the assumed alignment, the matched mocap frames lie

from fm
j+3 to fm

j+5 corresponding to the Kinect frame fk
i+1. Considering

the possibility of one or two frames missing in the Kinect recording, the

possible matching frames can be extended to fm
j+11. Overall, the next possi-

ble matching frame ranges from the 3rd to the 11th frame in the mocap

sequence. By replacing the step condition in the accumulated cost matrix

of SS-DTW with the varied step condition, a best warping path between

Kinect and mocap skeleton can be obtained.

Figure 4.10. The matching pattern between Kinect and motion capture skeleton. From
Publication V.

Evaluation of the alignment

Figure 4.11 shows one example of aligned skeleton sequences by SS-DTW

and three other methods. The ill-matched skeletons are marked by ellipses

or by a rectangle. We can see that the alignment by SS-DTW is visually

very similar to the Kinect sequence. Detailed information of the other

methods can be found in Publication V.

The aligned sequences are also evaluated quantitatively by measuring

the minimum overall distance either between the feature vectors or be-

tween the transformed skeletons. The former calculates the Euclidean

distance of the extracted features from the matched skeletons and sums

all distances over the whole aligned sequences. The latter tries to overlap
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Figure 4.11. Skeletons aligned with different methods. From Publication V.

the two matched skeletons to calculate the distances between the corre-

sponding joints. The overlapping of the skeletons from the two different

coordinate systems can be achieved similarly as in the calculation of the NP

feature. All Kinect skeletons are transformed to overlap the matched mo-

cap skeletons. The distances between the corresponding joints are summed

together over the whole aligned sequences. The evaluation measure is the

sum of all Euclidean distances between the corresponding joints for each

frame in the aligned sequence.

The results for all sequences with different alignment methods by these

two evaluation methods are shown in Figure 4.12. In all cases, the dis-

tances by the SS-DTW alignment are smaller than with the other methods.

The distance measuring methods can also be used to evaluate RGB-D

skeletons generated by different algorithms with a groundtruth skeleton.
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Figure 4.12. The distances of feature vector (left) and of skeleton coordinates (right) for
all recordings. Adapted from Publication V.
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4.4 Classification and modeling

After the features are extracted from the skeleton data, the next step is to

classify the features to recognize the gestures. As Figure 4.1 illustrates,

our classification method can be divided into two phases: frame-level

classification and sequence-level modeling. The former is to classify the

features frame by frame; the latter is to use all the outputs from the frame-

level classifiers to evaluate the final classification result for the gesture.

In this modular design, the length of the gesture is not a limiting factor

for feature extraction. When the features are extracted based on each

frame, more detailed information can be preserved in the features. Also,

the classification can be performed immediately as each frame arrives,

which leaves only the light computation of the sequence level model to the

end of the gesture. This design greatly facilitates real-time recognition of

the gestures.

4.4.1 Frame-level classification

In addition to the accuracy of the classifier, the computational complexity

is a critical factor for the feasibility of our recognition system for real-

time applications. In our system we propose to use extreme learning

machines to classify the features. We have compared the ELM with several

other popular classifiers. The three classifiers used in the comparison

were logistic regression, a linear SVM with an approximate feature map

[151, 137] and RBF-kernel SVM. For ELM, we use 750 hidden neurons.

Detailed information of the selection of the number of neurons can be found

in Publication IV.

In the experiment, we use 40 classes of gestures with 790 instances from

the HDM05 dataset. The list of gestures can be found in the Appendix A of

Publication IV. Except for the classifiers, all other settings in the recogni-

tion system remain unchanged. The average classification accuracies over

the 40 classes are shown in Figure 4.13(a). We can see that both the ELM

and RBF-kernel SVM reach an accuracy of 96%. The other two classifiers

have much lower accuracies in this experiment.

On the other hand, the training and testing times for all classifiers

are shown in Table 4.2. The testing time is the average value for a ges-

ture instance which includes both phases of frame-level classification

and sequence-level modeling (Section 4.4.2). The training dataset con-

tains about 200 000 features. All experiments are conducted on a Intel(R)
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Figure 4.13. Comparisons of classifiers and post-learning modeling methods. (a) Accu-
racies of different classifiers; (b) accuracies of different sequence modeling
methods. Adapted from Publication IV.

Xeon(R) CPU at 3.3 GHz and 16 GB of memory. Table 4.2 shows that

it takes 4.7 milliseconds on average for the ELM to classify one gesture

whereas the RBF-kernel SVM requires over 500 times more time. The

training takes 30 seconds and 21 minutes for ELM and SVM, respectively.

Therefore, ELM can be considered as a good tradeoff between accuracy and

computational complexity in frame-level classification.

Table 4.2. Training and testing times for different classifiers. From Publication IV.

Classifier Logistic regression χ2 linear SVM ELM SVM

Testing Time (ms) 0.88 2.7 4.7 2500

Training Time (s) 43 110 31 1300

4.4.2 Sequence level modeling

The output of ELM as in Equation 3.2 is a vector in which each element

reflects the similarity to the corresponding class. In our recognition system,

all frames of the gesture are classified first, and then the frame-level

outputs are utilized to obtain the final classification result for the gesture.

Assume t is a test gesture consisting of the features for each frame in

the gesture as t = {x1, . . . ,xq, . . . ,xQ}, where xq is a feature vector for

frame q and Q is the number of frames in the gesture. The whole output of

frame-level classification for the gesture t can be written in a matrix form
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as

Ω =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

ĉ1

ĉ2

...

ĉq

...

ĉQ

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
=

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

ĉ1,1 ĉ1,2 . . . ĉ1,m . . . ĉ1,M

ĉ2,1 ĉ2,2 . . . ĉ2,m . . . ĉ2,M
...

...
...

ĉq,1 ĉq,2 . . . ĉq,m . . . ĉq,M
...

...
...

ĉQ,1 ĉQ,2 . . . ĉQ,m . . . ĉQ,M

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

, (4.2)

where ĉq,m is the output of the classifier for class m from the qth frame

feature. We continue to process the output matrix Ω to obtain the final

classification vector ŷ, where ŷ = [ŷ1 . . . ŷm . . . ŷM ], ŷm ∈ {0, 1} , 1 ≤
m ≤ M and

∑M
i=1 ŷi = 1. If ŷm = 1, t is classified to the class Am. We use

the following three methods to obtain ŷ from Ω.

Frame-wise voting model

In this model, each frame q is first classified to the class which has the

largest output value in ĉq. The number of frames is then counted for each

class, and the final class of gesture t is obtained using majority voting.

This method does not require the output of the classifier to be a vector with

numerical values. Rather, as long as the class of each frame is available,

majority voting can be used to calculate the final class of the gesture.

Sequence histogram model

In this model, each gesture is expressed as a normalized histogram. We

first build histogram models for each class from the training data, which

leads to M -bin histograms. The L1 norm distance is then calculated

between the test gesture histogram and the histogram of each class. The

test gesture is classified to the class whose histogram has the minimum

distance to the histogram of test gesture.

In order to obtain the histograms, we first count the number of frames

classified into each class in a gesture as in the frame-wise voting model.

Any sequence s can then be expressed by a normalized histogram as

hs =
1

Q
[u1 . . . um . . . uM ] , (4.3)

where um is the number of frames classified as class m, and Q is the total

number of frames in the gesture.

After training the ELM, we can classify the training gestures to ob-

tain the histogram models as above. For the Lm training sequences

{s1m, ..., sjm, ..., sLm
m } belonging to the action Am, the corresponding his-

tograms are Hm = {h1
m, ...,hj

m, ...,hLm
m }. By averaging the histograms
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in Hm, the class Am can be represented by the histogram

hm =

∑Lm
j=1 hj

m

Lm
. (4.4)

As a result, a total of M histogram models are built from the training

data, each corresponding to one gesture class. For a test sequence t, the

normalized histogram ht is obtained as in Equation 4.3, and the distance

between ht and hm can be calculated as

dm = ‖ht − hm‖1 . (4.5)

By calculating the distances between the test sequence histogram and

all class histograms, the test sequence is classified to the class with the

minimum distance.

Sequence probability model

We can also model the posterior distribution of classes given each frame. If

the sequence t belongs to an action Am, every frame in the sequence also

belongs to Am. Therefore we use the joint probability of all frames in a

gesture to determine the class of the gesture. We convert the outputs ĉq,m

into probabilities with the logistic sigmoid function

p(ŷm = 1|xq) =
1

1 + exp(−γĉq,m)
, (4.6)

where γ is the slope of the logistic sigmoid. Its value can be determined by

using validation data.

The joint probability of the test gesture t is

p(ŷm = 1 | t) = p(ŷm = 1 | x1, . . . ,xq, . . . ,xQ) . (4.7)

If we assume temporal independence among the frames in a sequence,

which means that the class of each frame depends only on the features of

that frame, Equation 4.7 can be simplified into

p(ŷm = 1 | t) =
Q∏

q=1

p(ŷm = 1 | xq). (4.8)

The sequence t is then classified into the class with the largest joint

probability. In reality, the frames are not independent. Through empirical

verification we observed that the weighted arithmetic mean

dm =

Q∑
q=1

wq p(ŷm = 1 | xq), (4.9)

often provides better accuracy. The weights wq are obtained from a nor-

malized Gaussian distribution, wq = 1
ZN (q; Q2 , σ

2), normalized so that
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∑Q
q=1wq = 1. The Gaussian function applied here is used to lessen the

influence of the beginning and ending frames and to give more weight on

the frames in the middle of the gesture. This is because the start and

end of a gesture tend to be more similar among different gestures and the

middle parts contain more distinctive information. Finally, we classify a

test sequence to the class m with the maximum value for dm.

Comparison of the three modeling methods

In order to study the performance of these three modeling methods, we

performed experiments on the HDM5 dataset as in Section 4.4.1. After the

frame-level classification, we used the same outputs from ELM as input

for the three models. The classification accuracies of the different models

can be seen in Figure 4.13(b). The sequence probability model obtained the

highest accuracy, slightly outperforming the sequence histogram model.

The frame-wise voting model was clearly inferior to the other two mod-

els. Therefore, we primarily use the sequence probability model in our

experiments.

4.5 Other application examples

In addition to the HDM05 dataset, we also test our system on two other

popular public datasets which both include skeleton data.

4.5.1 Microsoft Research Cambridge-12 Kinect gesture data set

The Microsoft Research Cambridge-12 (MSRC-12) Kinect gesture data set

was collected for the evaluation of different ways of instructions given to

performers for recording gestures [39]. In the dataset, five different kinds

of instructions were given to the performers for conducting the same kind

of actions. In total, 12 actions were collected for each instruction. Due to

the five different instruction types, the whole dataset can be divided into

five groups respectively. We use the same data group as in [25], in which

the performers were given the instructions from videos played on a screen

in front of them. The gestures were performed by a total of 30 people, and

the same gesture was performed repeatly and recorded as a stream into

one sequence. The data collector also specified the frame indices to mark

the middle points of the gestures in the sequence. We cut the sequences

containing multiple action instances into multiple files based on the middle
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point indices, so that each file is a motion sequence containing a single

instance of an action.

In these experiments, we use features from 15 joints corresponding to

the NiTE Kinect skeleton, 500 hidden neurons in the ELM, the sequence

probability model, and 10-fold cross validation. The results are shown in

Table 4.3. In [25], a conditional random field threshold model was used to

both segment and recognize the actions. We therefore only compare for the

substitution errors which are equal to the classification error represented

as S in the table. In total, there are 1223 instances in the used data group.

The average accuracy of our method is 99.3%, the training time is less

than 11 seconds, and the average testing time for a single gesture is 3

milliseconds.

Table 4.3. Gesture recognition results for MSRC-12. G is gesture class; N is the number
of instances of each class. S is the number of wrong classified instances in [25].

G N S Our G N S Our G N S Our

G1 101 6 0 G5 101 8 6 G9 105 9 0

G2 102 0 0 G6 92 11 0 G10 103 3 1

G3 101 3 1 G7 103 1 1 G11 106 9 0

G4 101 10 0 G8 103 4 0 G12 105 0 0

In [39], the authors analyzed the correctness of the performances given

with different kinds of instructions using e.g. random forest classifiers,

and concluded that the instructions given in both video and textual form

(Video+Text) were superior to the other types of instructions. Therefore

we also use the data group based on the Video+Text instructions, which

contains 1210 motion sequences. For this data group, we get an overall

accuracy of 99.8% which is slightly better than with the video-based in-

structions. Our results therefore also indirectly confirm the conclusions

made in [39].

4.5.2 Berkeley Multimodal Human Action Database

The Berkeley Multimodal Human Action Database (MHAD) [112] contains

11 actions performed by 12 actors, totalling about 660 instances. These

actions are full-body actions, such as jump, bend, punch, and throw. Out of

the 11 actions, one action is a combination of other two actions: sitdown and

standup. By using the sequence probability model, these two actions are
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Table 4.4. Gesture recognition results for MHAD. From Publication IV.

Method (Accuracy) 1-NN[112] 3-NN[112] K-SVM[112] Our

Motion capture (%) 74.8 75.6 79.9 99.5

Accelerometer (%) 79.2 81.8 85.4 90.7

misclassified with their combination action sitdownStandup. Thus we use

the sequence histogram model for this dataset. We train the ELM model

without the combination action, feed training data from all the actions into

the ELM model and build the histogram model for each action. By using

the sequence histogram model, these actions are well distinguished and

the average accuracy for these 11 actions reaches 99.5%.

Gesture recognition on accelerometer data

As a multimodal dataset, MHAD contains not only data from a motion

capture system but also data from accelerometers. Six accelerometers

are attached to the actors, with each sensor providing three-dimensional

acceleration values. These values are combined to form a 18-dimensional

feature vector, whose elements are then normalized to the range [−1 1].

We calculate the temporal difference feature vector and concatenate them

to form a 36-dimensional feature vector, and use the sequence histogram

model similarly as with the mocap data.

The average recognition accuracies are shown in Table 4.4. The table

contains also results from three methods using the same dataset from [112].

We can see that for motion capture data we get almost 100% accuracy, and

for accelerometer data, our system also reaches above 90% in classification

accuracy.
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5. Multi-modal gesture recognition

Skeleton data, as the only data modality in a motion capture system,

can provide rich information enabling accurate gesture recognition. It

also serves well in recognition tasks for RGB-D sensors. Nevertheless,

in addition to skeletal data, RGB-D sensors also provide RGB video and

raw depth data. In this chapter, we briefly introduce our methodology for

multi-modal gesture recognition, which was used in our participation to

the ChaLearn 2013 competition [35]. A more specific description of the

competition and our participation can be found in Publications VII and

VIII.

5.1 Gesture recognition challenges

As the Kinect sensor has become popular among the computer vision re-

search community, many research groups have collected their own Kinect

datasets for different purposes in various research topics. Whereas these

datasets are often small in scale and not always easily accessible, large

public Kinect datasets can be immensely beneficial to the whole research

community. Traditionally, many well-established competitions with large

databases have been organized for certain important tasks. These public

databases often contain comprehensive amounts of data, which require

huge efforts to collect but offer a valuable platform to evaluate various

methods. There have been several competitions on human action recogni-

tion organized in recent years. Before the launch of Kinect, the competi-

tions focused mainly on video data in the surveillance domain. Examples

include the contest on semantic description of human activities in 2010

[131] and the VIRAT action recognition challenge in 2011 [113]. More

recently, depth data from a single or multiple Kinect devices are supplied

along with color or grayscale video from other cameras. For example, in
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the Human activities recognition and localization competition two video

cameras and one Kinect are used to record the human activities [159].

5.1.1 ChaLearn one-shot-learning gesture challenge

ChaLearn (Challenges in Machine Learning Foundation) has organized

gesture recognition contests since 2011. Unlike many other competitions,

the challenges collect data only from a single Kinect device, which is closer

to the real use cases in daily life. In 2011-2012 ChaLearn organized the

One-shot-learning gesture challenge. Over 50,000 hand and arm gestures

from 85 different gesture vocabularies were recorded using the Kinect [45].

The RGB and depth videos are provided in the database. The challenge

emphasizes learning from very few training examples, as the name of

the challenge implies. The gestures are grouped into subtasks based on

application domains, such as activities (drinking or writing), body language

gestures (crossing your arms) or signals [47]. Each subtask contains 8 to

12 different gestures to be recognized.

5.1.2 ChaLearn multi-modal gesture challenge

In 2013, ChaLearn organized the Multi-modal gesture recognition chal-

lenge. This challenge emphasizes user independent gesture recognition

from a multi-modal dataset recorded with a Kinect device. The dataset

contains RGB video, depth video, user masks, skeleton information, and

audio, as shown in Figure 5.1. The RGB and depth video streams are of

VGA resolution (640×480) with 8 bits and 11 bits per pixel respectively,

and the frame rate is 20 frames per second on average. While the actor

performs the gesture, the name of the gesture is also spoken in Italian at

the same time and recorded into the audio track. Most of the gestures can

be performed either by left or right hand depending on the performer’s

handedness. The dataset includes 13,858 instances from 20 Italian an-

thropological gesture categories performed by a total of 27 actors [35].

Figure 5.1. Different data modalities in the ChaLearn 2013 multi-modal dataset.
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Figure 5.2 depicts key postures for each gesture. The images have

been cropped to contain only the main body of the performer for better

visualization. It is easy to observe that many gestures are very similar

to each other based on only the skeleton data. For example, the gestures

(6) and (7) are very similar except for the hand pose; (4) and (18) share

the same hand pose and also very similar skeletons. In addition to the

interclass similarity, due to the natural and fast hand movements, motion

blur easily occurs in the RGB video, as seen Figure 5.3. Consequently,

gesture recognition on this dataset using only either RGB video or skeleton

data is very challenging.

(1) vattene (2) vieniqui (3) perfetto (4) furbo (5) cheduepalle

(6) chevuoi (7) daccordo (8) seipazzo (9) combinato (10) freganiente

(11) ok (12) cosatifarei (13) basta (14) prendere (15) noncenepiu

(16) fame (17) tantotempo (18) buonissimo(19) messidaccordo (20) sonostufo

Figure 5.2. ChaLearn 2013 gesture categories.
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Figure 5.3. A closer look of the left hand image and corresponding depth-based masks
from the gesture: costa ti farei (what would you do). Each image is 40×40
pixels. Adapted from Publication VIII ©IEEE.

In the challenge, all top ranked participants use audio data. The winners

reported a recognition accuracy of 93.5% by employing only the audio

data for the validation set [161]. However, audio data is not commonly

available in many daily applications, and people rarely say the name of

the activity while they are performing the action naturally. Audio is also

highly susceptible to surrounding noise. Therefore in our system we only

used the visual modalities shown in Figure 5.1.

5.2 Recognition framework

In our system, we extract several features from the used modalities. Nor-

malized 3D joint positions and pairwise distances between joints are ex-

tracted from the skeletal data; HOG, HOG3D, LBP, and Gabor features

are extracted from the RGB video, and the HON4D features are extracted

from the depth video. Some of these features are concatenated in the early

fusion stage to form various combinations. After the early fusion, these

features are used to train multiple ELM classifiers on the frame level.

The outputs from the ELMs are modeled on the gesture sequence level

to generate the gesture predictions. In the late fusion stage, the multiple

predictions are aggregated to provide a final classification for a gesture

sequence. A diagram of the recognition framework is shown in Figure 5.4.

5.2.1 Skeletal features

In Chapter 4 we showed that skeleton features can be very effective for ges-

ture recognition. We therefore extract the NP and PW features described

in Section 4.2.1 from the skeletal data. Figure 5.5 displays one example of

NP feature extraction. In this dataset, the cultural sign gestures require
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Figure 5.4. The framework of the dynamic gesture recognition system. Adapted from
Publication VIII ©IEEE.

only the movement of hands and arms, and hence in the skeletal feature

we only use the following upper-body joints: the spine, shoulder center,

head, shoulders, elbows, wrists and hands.
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Figure 5.5. RGB frames and the corresponding skeleton information for the same gesture
from two different performers. (a) Gesture from A; (b) same gesture from B;
(c) original coordinates of A and B;(d) normalized 3D joint position of A and B.
From Publication VII.

In the experiments of Section 4.3.1, the PW skeletal feature was found to

be a little inferior to the NP feature in overall recognition accuracy. Still,

to benefit from the distinctive powers of different features, we utilize both

features through early and late fusion to improve the overall accuracy. The

PW feature is also extracted for the upper body joints.

5.2.2 Hand features

Skeletal features have been shown to be very effective in many situations

[156]. Nevertheless, they are not capable of capturing hand configurations,

which often present meaningful linguistic symbols in gestures. Examples

shown in Figure 5.2 illustrate one case where the skeletal features are

not alone sufficient to distinguish between the gestures (6) and (7). There-

fore, the distinction of the hand poses is vital for this recognition task.

To capture the differences between hand poses, localizing the hand is a
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crucial task. Due to the high dimensionality of the hand configuration,

illumination variation, self-occlusion, and motion blur, the tracking of the

hands in uncontrolled environments and with natural gestures is very

challenging, especially if no initialization is provided.

Skin color is often used to track and segment hands or faces [114]. It can,

however, also be difficult in uncontrolled environments. In the ChaLearn

datasets, the actions are recorded in several different environments, the

lighting is not controlled, and the 27 actors have a big variety of skin colors.

Moreover, the hands often occlude each other or the face, and forearms

are not covered by clothes in many recordings, which makes it difficult

to separate hands from the forearms or the face based only on skin color

segmentation. Finally, during the recording performers stand relatively far

away from the Kinect device, which causes the hands in the RGB image to

occupy rather small areas, roughly bounded by a box of size 40×40 pixels.

The Kinect skeleton model is generated from the depth data, which avoids

the difficulties of segmentation based on the RGB data. Therefore, we

take advantage of the skeleton model provided in the dataset, use the 2D

hand joint pixel coordinates from the skeleton model as the centers of hand

locations, and extract features from fixed hand regions around the centers.

This way, we obtain the hand locations without any extra computation, but

the extracted hand features are affected by the accuracy of the skeleton

model. Figure 5.6 shows an example of the hand feature extraction. In this

figure, HOG features are extracted from the left and right hand separately.

In order to be able to use a shared classifier for both hands, the right

hand image is first flipped in the horizontal direction. The size of the

hand bounding boxes is 40×40 pixels. The grayscale HOG features use

a grid of 2×2 cells and a cell size of 20×20 pixels. To compensate for the

inaccuracies of the locations of the hands, we use relatively reasonably

large cells of pixels.

The extracted hand regions contain diverse backgrounds. In order to

reduce the noise from the background clutter, we try to segment the hand

within the hand region from the background. Robust hand segmentation

is challenging as discussed above, so we again use the depth information.

The dataset provides frame-wise body masks obtained by segmenting the

full body of the performer from the background. We use the body mask

to segment the hand and other body regions in the hand region from the

background. In order to further segment the hand from the body, we use

the depth information of the hand bounding box to develop another hand
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Figure 5.6. HOG features extracted from the left and (flipped) right hand region. From
Publication VII.

mask. We assume that the hand is the closest object to the Kinect within

the hand bounding box and pixels with a depth value less that of a certain

threshold are marked as belonging to the hand. Morphological opening and

closing are applied to smooth the hand masks. Figure 5.3 shows the hands

and their corresponding hand masks from one gesture instance. To find

the most effective hand features, we extract HOG, LBP, Gabor, HOG3D,

and HON4D features with different grid and cell sizes for the hand region

with and without the masks. Detailed information about the parameters

of the used hand features can be found in Publication VII.

5.2.3 Fusion and classification

Each extracted feature has its own advantages and captures distinctive

information from the original data. To increase the distinctiveness of the

features, we concatenate the features in multiple combinations in early

fusion (see Figure 5.4).

Before the ELM training, we also need to consider the handedness of the

gesture. In the ChaLearn dataset, most gestures are performed either by

only one hand or both hands in a symmetric way. For one-hand gestures,

different actors tend to use either left or right hand as dominant based on

their handedness. Therefore for each gesture, we determine the dominant

hand based on the movement of the arms. Then for each gesture class,

separate ELMs are trained for the left and for the right dominant hand

respectively. For a testing gesture, we first determine the dominant hand,

extract skeleton features and the hand features around the dominant hand
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region, and classify with the corresponding ELMs. The outputs from the

ELMs are modeled by the sequence probability model as Equation 4.9.

The final stage in the framework is late fusion. After obtaining the

sequence-level classification outputs for multiple features, geometric mean

is calculated to fuse these outputs, d̄m =
∏

j d
j
m, where djm is the sequence-

level classification result for the jth of feature. Finally, we classify a test

sequence to the class m with the maximum d̄m among all classes.

5.2.4 Experiments

The recognition framework employs a modular design regarding to the

features and supports any number of parallel features to be used for the

recognition. The results for different hand features with multiple grid

sizes as single features are shown in Table 5.1. Due to high dimensionality

or computational complexity, some features are not extracted.

Table 5.1. Classification accuracies with different hand features. Adapted from Publica-
tion VIII ©IEEE.

static features temporal

no mask body mask hand mask features

grid HOG LBP Gab. HOG LBP Gab. HOG LBP Gab. HOG3D HON4D

2×2 59.9 50.9 44.9 62.5 59.3 50.9 68.1 59.5 55.3 54.3

3×3 64.3 50.8 50.1 65.0 60.7 55.0 68.9 59.5 57.6 61.1 63.5∗

4×4 65.0 - 49.3 64.7 - 54.8 67.1 - 58.5 60.8

*) No grid structure used

From Table 5.1 we can observe that HOGs using 3×3 cells seem to be a

good compromise of accuracy and feature dimensionality and to be superior

to the other features for this data. Hand segmentation is clearly beneficial,

which is shown by the higher recognition accuracies with hand masks than

without the masks.

A selected set of results using feature fusion is shown in Table 5.2.

Similar as in Section 4.3.1, we see that the NP feature for Kinect is slightly

superior to PW, but after either early or late fusion of these two skeleton

features, the accuracy improves by about 2%. A considerable further

improvement can then be obtained by including one or two hand features.

With either fusion strategy, this raises the recognition accuracy to about

83–84%. Rather small futher improvements can then be obtained by

including even more features. By using several features and both early

and late fusion, the system can achieve an overall accuracy of 85.5%. For
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comparison, in the ChaLearn 2013 competition the winners’ recognition

system was based on audio and skeleton data. They use a dynamic time

warping based classifier for the skeletons. For the same data set, they

report an accuracy of 60.0% based on skeleton features and 93.5% based

on audio features [161]. This illustrates the primary role of the audio

modalities in the competition.

Table 5.2. Selected fusion results of skeletal and hand features; the symbols “‖” and “+”
denote early and late fusion, respectively. The superscript and subscript refer
to the used mask and cell structure. Adapted from Publication VIII ©IEEE.

used features accuracy

NP 71.5

PW 70.4

NP‖PW 73.5

NP+PW 73.1

used features accuracy

NP+PW+HOGha
3×3+LBPbo

3×3 83.7

NP‖PW‖HOGha
3×3 83.9

NP+HOGha
3×3+HOG3D3×3+

85.5
(NP‖PW‖HOGha

3×3)

In addition to the accuracy, the computational costs such as time and

resources also determine whether a system is suitable for a real application.

Currently the implementation is written in Matlab, and all experiments

were conducted on an Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU at 3.3 GHz and 16 GB of

memory. For example, the feature extraction takes 1.6 ms, 0.026ms, and

24 ms per frame for the NP, PW, and HOGha
3×3 features, and classification

with a single ELM takes about 0.1 ms per frame. Therefore the recognition

with these three features can be easily achieved in real time. Moreover,

each ELM takes about 1 to 3 minutes to train for the full ChaLearn 2013

training dataset. Using early fusion of NP, PW, and HOGha
3×3, a reasonable

trade off between accuracy and complexity, only two ELMs need to be

trained. This makes it possible to retrain the system or to learn new

gestures with a reasonable delay even for online applications.
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6. Summary and discussion

Gesture recognition as a popular research topic, with a couple of decades

of intensive efforts, still remains one of the open questions in the field

of computer vision. A successful solution to this problem would bring

significant influence in many aspects of our daily lives. For example,

gestures can be used as commands to control computer programs and

robots without specific input devices such as mouses or keyboards. In

surveillance, the automatic recognition or even prediction of gestures

can reduce dangerous behaviour or even prevent crimes. Sign language

recognition can make communication feasible between sign language users

and non-users.

In this thesis, we have developed a real-time gesture recognition system

for motion capture and RGB-D data with high accuracy for a comparatively

large number of gestures. Our simple but robust skeletal features can be

a good option among various features, which often require complicated

computations. We also extract several appearance-based hand image

and depth features. These features improved the recognition accuracy

compared to the skeletal features alone, but on the other hand are more

costly in terms of computation. Through the experiments, ELM has shown

its advantages in both aspects of accuracy and timing compared to several

widely-used classifiers.

In our current system, we have assumed that the beginning and end of

an action are always known, and that the final classification of the action

is given after a completely performed gesture. To achieve this condition,

action spotting is required, which is another active research topic. In this

thesis, we do not cover this topic but it still has influence on our system.

As our system classifies the gestures on the frame level, it is relatively

straightforward to predict already during an ongoing gesture. The early
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prediction enables more applications for the methodology. This topic of

research could definitely be continued further.

Currently, the most mature applications of gesture recognition appear

in the game industry, where the game applications require only a limited

number of gestures and have a relatively high tolerance for errors. In

current HCI and robotics applications, the supported gestures are mostly

restricted to about half a dozen of different gestures. However, to make

these applications available in real daily life still requires a lot of research

to improve the accuracy, robustness and speed of the recognition systems,

especially for the huge amount of gestures encountered in everyday life.

These difficulties do not only lie on the features and classifiers, but instead

the sensors have a crucial role in the recognition. In particular, the Kinect

device used in the experiments of this thesis is the first version of its kind.

The optimal sensing range is between 1.2m to 3.5m, which significantly

restricts the usability in many applications. The RGB image resolution

of 640×480 also puts a burden on the image feature extraction. For ex-

ample, in the ChaLearn multi-modal gesture challenge, the hands only

occupy a region of approximately 40×40 pixels. It is very challenging to

extract distinctive features from such low resolution images. The skeletal

model generated from the depth data is also much noisier and more un-

stable compared to the motion capture skeleton, which also influences the

effectiveness of the skeletal feature.

Compared to face recognition, which is much more widely used in many

online applications, a gesture is a dynamic process, which allows a large

variation for the same kind of gesture. For example, the action clapping

hand can be performed in front of the chest, in front of the belly or even

with hands raised over the head. There are no standard performances

for commonly defined actions. Some actions have only little movement,

and these micro-actions often convey hidden information, which is difficult

to detect and recognize. For example, during a conversation, a person

might slightly and slowly nod her head, which often implies an approval

but can be very challenging to detect. Many actions also involve objects,

and therefore a meaningful action recognition might also require object

recognition. The recognition of the action “holding a gun in hand” definitely

requires a different reaction than “holding a mobile in hand”. Such object

recognition is also another challenging research topic.

In addition to gesture recognition for motion capture and RGB-D data, we

also investigate the matching or alignment of gestures between the skele-
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ton models from motion capture and RGB-D data. The proposed method

for matching can also be used for gesture retrieval and the evaluation

of skeleton models generated by different algorithms from various data

sources. Some techniques used for gesture recognition are also shared by

our proposed image retrieval system. Based on the image retrieval system,

we have built a mobile augmented reality application which can retrieve

relative information based on pictures taken by the users. This can be

considered as a replacement of current popular quick response (QR) codes

which use a matrix barcode. Compared to the QR codes, the recognition of

an image from a large database is however much more challenging, and

more efforts need to be taken to address this problem.
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